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ABSTRACT
CONTRIBUTIONS TO MCMC METHODS IN
CONSTRAINED DOMAINS WITH APPLICATIONS
TO NEUROIMAGING
By
Sharang Chaudhry
Dr. Kaushik Ghosh, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor of Statistics
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods form a rich class of computational techniques
that help its user ascertain samples from target distributions when direct sampling is not
possible or when their closed forms are intractable. Over the years, MCMC methods have
been used in innumerable situations due to their flexibility and generalizability, even in sit-
uations involving nonlinear and/or highly parametrized models. In this dissertation, two
major works relating to MCMC methods are presented.
The first involves the development of a method to identify the number and directions of nerve
fibers using diffusion-weighted MRI measurements. For this, the biological problem is first
formulated as a model selection and estimation problem. Using the framework of reversible
jump MCMC, a novel Bayesian scheme that performs both the above tasks simultaneously
using customizable priors and proposal distributions is proposed. The proposed method al-
lows users to set a prior level of spatial separation between the nerve fibers, allowing more
crossing paths to be detected when desired or a lower number to potentially only detect
iii
robust nerve tracts. Hence, estimation that is specific to a given region of interest within
the brain can be performed. In simulated examples, the method has been shown to resolve
up to four fibers even in instances of highly noisy data. Comparative analysis with other
state-of-the-art methods on in-vivo data showed the method’s ability to detect more crossing
nerve fibers.
The second work involves the construction of an MCMC algorithm that efficiently performs
(Bayesian) sampling of parameters with support constraints. The method works by embed-
ding a transformation called inversion in a sphere within the Metropolis-Hastings sampler.
This creates an image of the constrained support that is amenable to sampling using stan-
dard proposals such as Gaussian. The proposed strategy is tested on three domains: the
standard simplex, a sector of an n-sphere, and hypercubes. In each domain, a comparison
is made with existing sampling techniques.
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1 PRELIMINARIES
Probabilistic models add an inherent sense of randomness to systems describing phenom-
ena of interest and can often provide more informative solutions (for example: distributions
vs. point-estimates). Within the probabilistic modeling framework and of specific interest
to this work are a specific family of computational Bayesian methods called Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC), which, at least historically, have been thought of as cumbersome to
implement and requiring formidable amount of computational prowess. Over the past two
decades with the advent of modern computing, MCMC methods (and Bayesian methods
more generally) have been seen in a different light as solution strategies that are extremely
flexible and generalizable to the point where the application areas are virtually innumerable.
This work adds to this stream of thought in the form of two novel contributions. The first
involves the development of a method in the area of neuroimaging, and the second presents
an efficient (Bayesian) sampling scheme that can be used when parameters of interest have
domain constraints.
In accord with the two contributions as stated above, this dissertation has been organized
into two components. Part I includes Chapter 2, that briefly introduces the concept of
diffusion based imaging of the brain and Chapter 3, which introduces a novel method for in-
ferring how nerve fibers run within (a given region of) the brain. Part II includes Chapter 4,
that establishes how to effectively perform Metropolis-Hastings (a class of MCMC methods)
sampling by embedding a transformation called inversion in a sphere when the parameters
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of interest have constrained support. The two parts elucidated above can be read in a linear
fashion or as two related but separate examinations. In other words, a reader with inter-
est only in the neuroimaging component of the dissertation may choose to read part I only
and a reader with interest in constrained parameter sampling may only choose to read part II.
1.1 Contextualizing Markov chain Monte Carlo
In the Bayesian paradigm, a belief system is established in terms of a conditional probability
distribution. Typically, this conditional distribution is used to quantify the uncertainty in
parameters associated with a statistical model. For such inference to occur, two key elements
are required. The first pertains to a joint probability model that encodes the information
from observed (or possibly unobserved) data involving some parameter(s), and the second
encodes information about the parameter(s) itself. In a typical framework, the first compo-
nent is the likelihood function and the second is a probability distribution referred to as the
prior.
Assume that an observable random quantity X comes from a known (or assumed) distribu-
tion p(x|θ), and θ (parameter of interest) is assumed to have a prior distribution character-
ized by pi(θ). Then, it possible to obtain a conditional distribution of θ on X (called the
posterior) in the following manner:
pi(θ|x) = p(x|θ)pi(θ)
p(x)
=
p(x|θ)pi(θ)∫
p(x|θ)pi(θ) dθ . (1.1)
With the posterior distribution of θ established, it is now possible to make inferential claims
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using the intuitive understanding of probability. When performing interval estimation, for
example, confidence intervals (non-Bayesian) require a behavioral interpretation of replica-
tion whereas credible intervals (Bayesian) are concerned with the measure (or volume) of
the interval within the ambient space. It should be mentioned that this understanding is
generally well accepted throughout statistics today, but the behavioral interpretation has
been debated on and often since at least the time of Ronald Fisher. Therefore, an extended
discussion on the philosophical stances of different statistical paradigms is considered beyond
the scope of this work. In the same vein, a discussion on the subjective nature of the prior
distribution is not considered here either. For an in-depth survey of Bayesian Statistics and
its choice including elicitation of priors, the reader it encouraged to refer to Berger (1985),
Robert (2007), and Gelman et al. (2013). It should be mentioned that there are a host
of excellent textbooks available for Bayesian Statistics with several that focus on analysis
within specialty areas. For example, King et al. (2009) provide an excellent textbook for
performing Bayesian analysis within Ecology.
Of specific interest to this work are computational Bayesian methods called Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC), which come into light when finding a closed-form of the posterior
distribution is intractable. This occurs most commonly when it is not possible to evaluate
the integral in (1.1) analytically. In the MCMC framework, a Markov chain whose stationary
distribution is the intractable posterior distribution of interest is simulated. Once the chain is
assessed to have converged, the values produced are considered to be sample of the posterior
distribution. Therefore, by running this chain “long enough”, it possible to achieve estimates
of quantities related to the posterior distribution or even empirically estimate the posterior
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distribution altogether. Brooks et al. (2011) presents an excellent collection of chapters to
understand the role of MCMC methods and its implementation with applications. For a
more theoretical formulation of Markov chains, it encouraged to read Meyn and Tweedie
(2012).
1.2 Some Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms
Through the rest of this chapter, three selected MCMC algorithms that are relevant to the
remainder of this dissertation are presented (Metropolis-Hastings, Gibbs, and Reversible
Jump MCMC). All three of these will be used in Chapter 3 to model diffusion MRI signals
and consequently understand the latent structure of the brain. Finally, Chapter 4 presents
a method that strives to improve the efficiency of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm within
constrained domains.
1.2.1 The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
The Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm is an MCMC strategy that relies on the use of a
proposal distribution to generate values of a Markov Chain whose stationary distribution
is the posterior distribution of interest. The new proposed values are either accepted or
rejected based on a mechanism involving the likelihood, the prior densities, and the proposal
densities. Accepted values are eventually used for statistical inference and the rejected values
are discarded.
Let y represent data obtained from a distribution characterized by density f(·|θ). Note that
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the bold symbols represent vectors and θ represents the parameter(s) for the distribution of
y. Further, let L(θ; y) represent the likelihood function for the data, which is algebraically
equal to the joint density of the data y, i.e., L(θ; y) = f(y|θ). A prior density pi(θ) is
imposed on the parameter(s), leading to the posterior density pi(θ|y) = c L(θ; y) pi(θ). It is
the computation of the constant c which makes obtaining the posterior intractable.
Given a current value for the parameters, θ(0), the MH algorithm may be outlined in the
following manner:
• Propose a new value θ∗ using a proposal density q(·|θ(0))
• Compute the MH ratio
rMH =
pi(θ∗|y) q(θ(0)|θ∗)
pi(θ(0)|y) q(θ∗|θ(0)) =
L(θ∗; y) pi(θ∗) q(θ(0)|θ∗)
L(θ(0); y) pi(θ(0)) q(θ∗|θ(0)) (1.2)
• Set θ(1) =
{
θ∗ with probability αMH
θ(0) with probability 1− αMH
, where αMH = min {1, rMH}
• Repeat the three steps above with θ(t), t = 1, 2, 3, . . . until convergence
Once terminated, the steps above have provided a sample
{
θ(1),θ(2),θ(3), . . . ,θ(N)
}
, which
can be then used for inference on θ. It is common practice to remove the first several points
from this set of posterior samples and perform inference using only the remaining subset.
This practice is colloquially called “burning-in”.
Naturally, the success of the MH-sampler is directly linked to the efficiency of its proposal
distribution. In other words, effective exploration of the parameter space is related to the
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proportions of acceptances (or rejections) over the course of the sampling. The manner in
which the Markov Chains explore the parameter space is often referred to as mixing and
the time to convergence is known as the mixing time. Very high or very low acceptance
rates lead to poor mixing because of slow(er) convergence and/or sub-par exploration of
the posterior distribution. Consequently, these chains need to be run longer adding to the
computational cost. This point is illustrated in Fig. 1.1 where (a) and (c) shows ineffective
posterior sampling, and (b) shows both good mixing and rapid convergence.
It should be noted that when θ is multidimensional, it is possible to sample all components
jointly or one-at-a-time. In the latter, multiple MH steps are required to update the entire
vector. In reality, there are a host of nuances that can be introduced such as reparametriza-
tions, adaptive proposal updating (Rosenthal, 2011), delayed rejections (Tierney and Mira,
1999), and parallel tempering (Swendsen and Wang, 1986; Miasojedow et al., 2013) among
many others to optimize performance of the sampler. These can often be crucial for efficient
performance but a thorough exploration is omitted for brevity; although the work presented
in part II stems from this notion exactly. Some of these techniques mentioned can be used
more generally for a wider class of MCMC methods. Furthermore, a discussion of conver-
gence assessment has been omitted here as well. Often, time-series plots as presented in
Figure 1.1 are used to assess convergence, but it is extremely difficult to prove whether this
convergence is, in fact, real. More information on convergence diagnostics can be found in
Gelman et al. (2011) and the references therein.
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Figure 1.1: Markov chains with different mixing rates
(a) Low acceptance rate
(b) Good acceptance rate
(c) High acceptance rate
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1.2.2 The Gibbs sampler
Note that the optimal proposal distribution within MH framework would be the actual tar-
get distribution. Obviously, in such a case there would be no reason to reject any samples,
leading to a 100% acceptance rate. On the other hand, since the target distribution is in-
tractable for either sampling or unknown, the focus is on finding efficient proposals. On the
other hand, it is sometimes the case when θ has a subvector (a single component or a subset
of components) that has a known closed-form distribution conditional on the data and the
remaining components. This distribution, called the full conditional distribution, can then
be used as the proposal density for this subvector and would require no rejection. Therefore,
Gibbs may be thought of as a special case of MH with no rejections.
As an example, consider {Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn} to be observed from N(µ, σ2) such that both µ
and σ are unknown, and let σ2 ∼ IG(α, β). In this case, σ2 is said to have an Inverse
Gamma prior with hyperparameters α and β. The hyperparameters for the purpose of this
example are considered to be known, but it is possible specify a (hyper)prior distribution
and construct a hierarchical (Bayesian) model. For a given value of µ and the observed data
y, the conditional distribution of σ2 can be written as:
σ2|y, µ ∼ IG
α + n2 , β +
n∑
i=1
(yi − µ)2
2
 (1.3)
It is now possible to sample for µ using an MH strategy as described in Section 1.2.1 and σ2
using a GIbbs sampler conditioned on the current value of µ. Often, in practice, the Gibbs
sampler arises because of deliberate choices made on the priors. For example, in the above
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situation, a choice of a Uniform or Normal prior on µ results in obtaining a closed form full
conditional (Normal) distribution as well.
1.2.3 Reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo
An extension of the MH-sampling procedure, called the Reversible Jump Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (RJMCMC), was proposed by Green (1995). This framework is useful when
the dimensionality of parameter θ is unknown. There are two additional steps in comparison
to fixed dimension MH sampling: dimension equalization and transition mapping. However,
efficient implementations of RJMCMC, just like in the MH framework described in Section
1.2.1, may require additional nuances (e.g., Al-Awadhi et al., 2004; Brooks et al., 2003; Green
and Mira, 2001). A brief description of RJMCMC is provided next.
Let data y be observed from a given parametric distribution such that θk ∈ Rk and θk′ ∈ Rk′
(without loss of generality let k′ > k) are two viable options for the parameters. Further,
let the current value, at some iteration t, be θ
(t)
k . For iteration t + 1, the current value is
updated to obtain a new sample θ
(t+1)
k using any sampling technique (e.g. MH) followed
by an assessment of transition to a parameter vector in Rk′ . Let this parameter vector be
denoted as θ
(t+1)
k′ .
To enable such a transition, first, the dimensions of the two vectors must be equalized. This
is achieved by generating a vector of nuisance parameters, u ∈ Rk′−k. Next, a one-to-one and
onto transformation, say T : Rk′ → Rk′ , needs to be defined between these model parameters.
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The acceptance probability of this transition can evaluated in a manner similar to the MH
in the following manner:
P
(
k′,θ(t+1)k′ |k,θ(t+1)k
)
= min
(
1,
L(k′,θ(t+1)k′ ; y)
L(k,θ(t+1)k ; y)
pi(k′,θ(t+1)k′ )
pi(k,θ
(t+1)
k )
p(k′ → k)
p(k → k′)
1
q (u)
∣∣∣∣∣∂T (θ(t+1)k ,u)∂(θ(t+1)k ,u)
∣∣∣∣∣
)
,
(1.4)
where L(·, ·;y) is the likelihood function, pi(·, ·) is the prior associated with the dimension
and its corresponding parameter, p(· → ·) is a proposal transition density, q (u) is the pro-
posal density from which the nuisance parameter vector is sampled, and
∣∣∣∂T (θk,u)∂(θk,u) ∣∣∣ is the
Jacobian associated with the transformation T . If the move is accepted, then the procedure
is repeated in Rk′ and if it is rejected, then the procedure repeats in Rk as described above.
Previously, only a move from a lower to a higher dimension has been assessed. In order
for the reverse move to be made,
(
k′,θ(t+1)k′
)
−→
(
k,θ
(t+1)
k
)
, the probability of acceptance
P
(
k,θ
(t+1)
k |k′,θ(t+1)k′
)
=
1
P
(
k′,θ(t+1)k′ |k,θ(t+1)k
) . This is a consequence of the reversibility of
the underlying Markov Chain (a theoretical property required for MCMC methods) and the
fact that the Jacobian of the inverse transformation is the reciprocal of the Jacobian forward
transformation.
In a more general setting, it is possible to perform “jumps” with a transformation of the
following form T : {(θk,u)} → {(θk′ ,u′)}. In this case, the dimension matching requires
nuisance parameters to be generated both in the lower and higher dimensions, and the
acceptance probability can be written as:
P (k′,θk′ |k,θk) = min
(
1,
L(k′,θk′ ; y)
L(k,θk; y)
pi(k′,θk′)
pi(k,θk)
p(k′ → k)
p(k → k′)
q (u′)
q (u)
∣∣∣∣∂T (θk,u)∂(θk,u)
∣∣∣∣) . (1.5)
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The superscripts on the parameters have been omitted for convenience.
RJMCMC over the years has been used in a variety of fields including signal processing (An-
drieu and Doucet, 1999), imaging (Dobigeon et al., 2008; Pisharady et al., 2018), mixture
modeling (Richardson and Green, 1997), and genetics (Waagepetersen and Sorensen, 2001)
among many others. This is chiefly due to the fact that this formulation allows users to
traverse through a model space while simultaneously sampling the parameters within these
models even when these models are of different dimensionality. In essence, both model es-
timation and model identification can be performed simultaneously. Of specific advantage
is the notion of an assignment of a posterior probability to each model, which allows an
intuitive assessment of model plausibility. This is in contrast to estimating each model and
then discriminating via hypothesis testing using AIC, BIC etc., which may require arbitrary
enforced criteria. For example, choosing the α level of hypothesis tests to establish signifi-
cance and then using parsimony to establish the “best” model. More information and tips
on implementation of RJMCMC can be found in King et al. (2009) and Fan and Sisson (2011).
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I MODELING OF WHITE MATTER IN THE BRAIN
12
2 INTRODUCTION TO DIFFUSION
BASED-IMAGING OF THE BRAIN
Obtaining an in-vivo image that describes how an individual’s brain is structurally connected
is a significantly complicated task with applications ranging from understanding neurodegen-
erative diseases to presurgical visualizations (Johansen-Berg and Behrens, 2013). Although
decades worth of progress has been made in the field of medical imaging, as of today, there
is no scan that will capture such connectivity information directly. On the other hand, it is
possible to leverage the current imaging modalities and infer this information mathematically.
The purpose of this chapter is to make the connection between brain anatomy, specifically
white matter, and the use of diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging (dMRI). Section 2.1
aims to very briefly explain the anatomy of the brain, Section 2.2 explains the process of
diffusion, and finally Sections 2.3 and 2.4 introduce two foundational methods that attempt
to model the latent structure of the brain using dMRI data.
2.1 Anatomy of the brain
The brain is composed of two types of cells: neurons and glia. The neuron is thought of
as the fundamental unit that is responsible for relaying electrical signals, and thereby con-
trolling the overall functioning of the brain. There are an estimated 1014 neurons in the
human brain. The glia, on the other hand, are considered to be support cells that aid in
the functioning, maintenance, and protection of the neurons. The glial cells are estimated
to be 2–3 times more abundant than the neurons. The focus of imaging within this work is
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associated exclusively with the neurons, and, therefore, only the structure of the neuron is
discussed further.
The major structural components of neurons are: soma, dendrites, and axon. The soma
is the main body of this cell and contains the nucleus. The dendrites are short branching
structures that receive messages from other neurons. The axon is the long tail of a neuron
that delivers messages to other neurons. The ends of axons are called axon terminals. A
simplistic depiction of a neuron is provided in Fig. 2.1. The axons often travel large dis-
tances, and usually in bundles, connecting different parts of the brain. These bundles are
called nerve fibers or white-matter tracts. The white color is attributed to a covering of
the axon called the myelin sheath, which is rich in fats and lipids. The remaining cellular
components, soma, dendrites, and axon terminals, form what is known as the grey matter.
The rest of this chapter will be devoted to understanding how a modeling framework can be
developed for tracking the white matter tracts.
Figure 2.1: Pictorial representation of a neuron
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2.2 Towards the imaging of white matter tracts
Given that white matter in the brain is present in long fibers, it would make sense that
if an external force was somehow applied to the molecules contained within it, maximum
displacement of these molecules will be achieved in a direction that is parallel to the bundle.
This is rationalized by the understanding that movement in directions against the tract will
be hindered due to physical obstructions caused by macromolecules and cell membranes and
such. In the grey matter, it is believed that the molecules are “free” to move. The restricted
directional movement of molecules is referred to as anisotropic, where as free movement is
referred to as isotropic.
The specific movement of interest for imaging white matter is diffusion, which is the macro-
level manifestation of the collisions caused by incoherent or random movement of particles in
fluids. This random movement is a well known phenomena called Brownian motion. Einstein
(1905) showed, assuming a “large” number of particles, the square of the displacement of the
particles is proportional to the time of diffusion. This means that given a fixed starting point,
the displacement x over time t may be modeled using a Gaussian distribution. Therefore,
in three dimensions the following model may be used:
P (x, t) =
1√
(4pit)3|D| exp
{
−x
TD−1x
4t
}
. (2.1)
D in the above equation is referred to as the diffusion tensor (of rank two, i.e., a matrix)
and is proportional to the covariance matrix of the Gaussian distribution. The goal now is
to estimate D, which holds information about the direction of white matter tracts because
of its ability to characterize anisotropy. The challenge here is that D cannot be observed
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directly, but it is possible to employ an external magnetic field to create an experimental
framework to infer D.
For the purpose of imaging axon bundles, the goal will be to measure and analyze the
diffusive properties of water using information obtained from dMRI. At this juncture it is
important, first, to outline briefly the concept of MRI. MRI technology leverages the princi-
ples of nuclear magnetic resonance, which states that electromagnetic radiation can be used
to excite atomic nuclei and then observe a return signal using a magnetic field. Much like
how a computer image is made up of small rectangular illuminating building blocks called
pixels (short for picture elements), the brain can be viewed as cubic building blocks called
voxels (volumetric pixels) for the purpose of imaging. Within each voxel, radio waves are
sent to excite protons (nucleus of water) leading to a return signal that is captured on coils
in the MRI machine. Given that most protons in the human body are present in water,
the entirety of the MRI signal is attributed to water. In an MRI scan, as shown in Fig.
2.2, water dense areas appear bright (whiter) and water scarce areas appear dark (blacker).
The information on the scan is obtained from the data collected in Rokem et al. (2015) and
is used under the creative common license with visualization in FMRIB Software Library
(Jenkinson et al., 2012). It should be duly noted that this presentation of MRI technology
is extremely oversimiplified and elementary. In-depth details regarding the physics and im-
plementation of MRIs can be found in Brown et al. (2014).
When a gradient (inhomogeneity of strength) is applied to the magnetic field, the protons
experience an induced motion. When this happens, the signal that was originally received
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Figure 2.2: An MRI scan of a slice of the brain courtesy Rokem et al. (2015)
from a “no-gradient” MRI dampens. The more movement induced by the gradient, the
higher the dampening, which within the white matter is predominantly along the direction
of the fiber. This implies that an estimation of the diffusion tensor provides information
about the direction of the nerve fibers. It is important to note that the diffusion tensor is
a function of the tissue microstructure and the experimental setup (field strength, time of
excitement, etc.). Therefore, in the context of dMRI, the diffusion tensor is often referred to
as the apparent (or effective) diffusion tensor. These terms are synonymous for the purpose
of this work.
2.3 Estimating the diffusion tensor
Let a diffusion gradient be applied in a given direction, represented by a unit vector r, then
the MRI signal without a diffusion gradient, represented by S0, is decayed in an exponential
manner as follows:
S = S0 exp
{−brTDr} . (2.2)
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Here, S represents the new observed signal and b represents an experimentally controlled pa-
rameter (known as the b-value) that accounts for the gradient electromagnetic pulse strength
and duration, and the underlying physics associated with the scanning process.
It is now possible to take several measurements with different gradient directions and obtain
a dataset, which can be used to estimate the apparent diffusion tensor. Let these directions
be {ri}ni=1, and let the corresponding b-values be {bi}ni=1. Next, assume that a noisy signal
set {Si}ni=1 is observed through experimentation. This assumption motivates the use of
statistical estimation. The true signals, represented by {µi}ni=1, can be modeled as:
µi = S0 exp
{−birTi Dri} . (2.3)
This system can then be linearized by using a log transformation.
log(µi) = log(S0)− birTi Dri. (2.4)
Finally, this equation may be written in vector form as:
log(µ) = log(S0) 1− B˜ d. (2.5)
Where log(µ) = (log µ1, log µ2, . . . , log µn)
T , d = (d1,1, d2,2, d3,3, d1,2, d1,3, d2,3), di,j is the (i, j)
entry of D, B˜ = (b˜1, b˜2, . . . , b˜n)
T , and b˜i = b(r
2
ix , r
2
iy , r
2
iz , 2rixriy , 2rixriz , 2riyriz). Note that
at this point, estimation of d can be thought of as a multivariate linear regression problem.
With the apparent diffusion tensor calculated, it is possible to draw an ellipsoid depicting the
diffusivity within a voxel. The more oblong the ellipsoid, the higher the degree of anisotropy,
which is assumed to be a consequence of the white matter microstructures. An illustration
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Figure 2.3: Diffusion tensor in a voxel modeling the anisotropy
is presented in Fig. 2.3. This method of using linear regression for estimating the diffusion
tensor is called diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and was formulated in Basser et al. (1994).
A detailed exploration of DTI is presented in Mori and Tournier (2013). For a more general
understanding of dMRI and its applications, it is encouraged to see Johansen-Berg and
Behrens (2013).
2.4 Towards multi-tensor models
The DTI formulation was groundbreaking but has a strong assumption that all the observed
signal was contributed (at least primarily) by anisotropic movement of water within the
white matter. Often, it is the case that within a voxel the entirety of the volume is not
occupied by the nerve fiber. In this event, the dampening effect needs to be attributed to
the effect of the water both inside and outside the fiber. Therefore, a two-tensor model
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reflecting this information can be written as:
µi = S0
(
f0 exp
{−birTi D0ri}+ f1 exp{−birTi D1ri}) , (2.6)
where D0 is the diffusion tensor associated with the water outside the nerve fiber, D1 is the
diffusion tensor associated with the water inside the nerve fiber, f0 and f1 are associated
volume fractions of the non-nerve and nerve compartments of the voxel respectively. It is
worth noting that the volume fractions add up to 1 (100% of the volume) and are nonnegative.
This model, although more nuanced, is nonlinear and cannot be simply estimated using
linear regression. Furthermore, the number of unknown parameters has increased greatly,
which in turn requires more data to be collected. This leads to logistical challenges such
as the time and cost of scans. Ultimately, as often done in mathematical modeling, some
simplifying assumptions may be applied. These assumptions include that the diffusion tensor
for the water outside of the nerve fiber is perfectly isotropic and the medium has the same
diffusivity properties in all directions. This implies that D0 has off-diagonal terms that are
identically zero and the terms on the main diagonal are all the same unknown value, say, d0.
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.4 and can be written in the following form:
µi = S0
(
f0 exp
{−bid0rTi Iri}+ f1 exp{−birTi D1ri})
= S0
(
f0 exp {−bid0}+ f1 exp
{−birTi D1ri}) (2.7)
Here, d0 is known as the apparent diffusivity constant.
In Behrens et al. (2003), two additional simplifying assumptions are made. The first being
that the apparent diffusivity constant inside the fiber and outside the fiber is the same
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Figure 2.4: Compartmentalized diffusion tensors
(d0 = d1 = d), and the second is that all water movement within the nerve fiber is completely
in the direction of the fiber. The second condition maybe rephrased as the eigenvalues of D1
are proportional to (1, 0, 0). Therefore, in this formulation the diffusion tensor is imagined
to be a stick, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The final model, popularly known as the ball-and-
stick model (BSM), involves the eigendecomposition of the simplified version of D1 and a
reparametrization in spherical coordinates, and can be be written as:
µi = S0
(
f0 exp {−bid}+ f1 exp
{
−bid
(
rTi ν
)2})
(2.8)
where ν = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ), and (θ, φ) represent the direction of the stick (the
eigenvector). Note that in this formulation, the r component of the spherical coordinates
is set to be exactly one without loss of generality, and the observed data Si is assumed to
have Gaussian noise. That is, Si ∼ N(µi, σ2). Furthermore, for the angles θ and φ, the ISO
convention for spherical coordinates has been used as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.5: Ball-and-stick model
Figure 2.6: ISO convention for spherical coordinates
Finally, note that even with the simplifying aspects as detailed above, the ball-and-stick
model is still nonlinear. This is where the flexibility and applicability of the MCMC frame-
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work is germane as argued in Chapter 1. The sampling for {S0, d, θ, φ, f0, f1} is performed
using a (componentwise) MH strategy and a Gibbs sampler is employed for σ2. Holistic
details of this implementation are considered beyond the scope of this work although some
are incorporated within the development of the method in the next chapter.
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3 A NOVEL BAYESIAN METHOD FOR
UNDERSTANDING WHITE MATTER
STRUCTURES
In this previous Chapter, two popular and groundbreaking formulations (DTI and BSM)
were presented to model dMRI signals and infer the direction of white matter tracts. The
major criticism of these formulations is the assumption that at most one nerve fiber exists
in every voxel. Therefore, when multiple crossing fibers exist in a voxel as in Figure 3.1, the
obtained results maybe misleading.
Figure 3.1: Voxel with crossing nerve fibers
To address this issue of multiple fibers, an extension of the ball-and-stick model (as presented
in (2.8)) is intuitive. In this model, the dMRI signals, instead of being modeled by two
compartments (one nerve fiber and an isotropic component) are modeled by k compartments
(k−1 nerve fibers and an isotropic component). Therefore, the k-compartment ball-and-stick
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model states that:
µi = S0
(
f1 exp {−bid}+
k∑
j=2
fj exp
{
−bid
(
rTi νj
)2})
(3.1)
where νj = (sin θj cosφj, sin θj sinφj, cos θj),
{(θj, φj)}kj=2 are the principal diffusion directions associated with the k − 1 fibers,
{fj}kj=1 is the volume fractions associated with the k-compartments,
d is the apparent diffusivity,
and S0 represents the signal in the absence of diffusion weighting.
As mentioned previously, the two-compartment BSM presented in (2.8) is nonlinear and
highly parametrized, and required a specialized Bayesian framework for solvability. It is
then clear that the more nuanced k-compartment model would be even harder to solve. To
add to the challenge further, the number of compartments k is unknown. Therefore, there
are two problems that need to be addressed; model identification (what is k?) and model
estimation (what are the parameters associated with the selected k-compartment model?).
A possible solution strategy to this problem was presented in Behrens et al. (2007). In this
framework, an ARD (automatic relevance determination) prior was specified to the volume
fractions (f3, f4, . . . , fk). The purpose of this prior is to induce sparsity by deflating the
volume fractions of the non-essential (or non-existent) nerve fibers to zero. In this strategy,
called Bayesian Estimation of Diffusion Parameters Obtained using Sampling Techniques
for crossing fibers (or simply BEDPOSTX), a large enough k is first specified, leading to
well defined finite dimensional model. Subsequently, (Bayesian) sampling is performed for
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estimation of all the associated parameters. Only the nerve fibers with a volume fraction
larger than a specified cut-off (for example, fj ≥ 0.05) are maintained for further study. In
addition to the BSM with BEDPOSTX solving, a host of other multi-compartment modeling
strategies have been introduced in literature. These include Pisharady et al. (2018); Scherrer
et al. (2016); Daducci et al. (2015); Sotiropoulos et al. (2013); Melie-Garc´ıa et al. (2008);
Sotiropoulos et al. (2008).
The multi-compartment modeling of diffusion signals as presented above is not unique in
literature. An extensive class of methods that attempt to model orientations directly from
the dMRI data have been proposed. These typically aim to approximate one of two types
of Orientation Distribution Functions (ODFs); fiber ODF (a spherical distribution is used
to model the orientation of fibers) and dODF (a spherical distribution that probabilistically
the diffusion properties of water molecules). Methods related to to fODF include Tournier
et al. (2007, 2004); Kaden et al. (2007); Tuch et al. (2002) and related to dODF include
Aganj et al. (2010); Descoteaux et al. (2007); Tuch (2004).
It should be noted that the list of methods/modeling approaches provided above is not ex-
haustive. An more in-depth discussion on this topic can be found in Chapter 6 of Johansen-
Berg and Behrens (2013). Furthermore, comparative assessments for a variety of methods
have been presented in Canales-Rodr´ıguez et al. (2019); Daducci et al. (2014).
Through the remainder of this chapter, a novel strategy, named Bayesian Self-Selection
(BaSS), for delineating white matter tracts within a voxel is presented. The method is
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named so because it performs model identification and estimation simultaneously. Section 3.1
presents the mathematical framework of the method along with information on performing
inference, Section 3.2 examines the performance of the method on both simulated and real
patient data, and Section 3.3 provides a discussion along with prospects for future work.
3.1 BaSS formalism
The dMRI signals are assumed to be noisy observations Si ∼ N(µi, σ2), where µi represents
true signals modeled by a k-compartment BSM as presented in (3.1). Therefore, the pdf of
Si given the model parameters can be written as follows:
P (Si|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2) = 1√
2piσ2
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
(Si − µi)2
}
. (3.2)
Further, assuming independence between observed signals, the likelihood can be computed
as:
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2) = 1
(2piσ2)n/2
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µi)2
}
. (3.3)
The BaSS method is based on a two-step solution strategy. In the first step, for a given value
of k, model parameters are sampled using either MH or Gibbs. Note that this step helps
estimate the model parameters. In the second step, a possible change in model is assessed
using Reversible Jumps and therefore, this step will help identify which model is the most
appropriate. The two steps alternatingly run “long enough” to get a posterior distribution
for all the relevant model parameters including k.
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3.1.1 Model estimation
In this step, the model dimension is fixed for a given choice of k. A set of independent
Metropolis-Hastings samplers are used for S0, d,θ,φ,f along with a Gibbs sampler for σ
2.
Through the remainder of this subsection, the details for each sampler are presented.
Sampling S0
Given that S0 is a measured signal strength, it is inherently nonnegative. Therefore, a
uniform prior on the nonnegative real numbers is chosen, i.e., S0 ∼ U [0,∞). Note that this
a type of improper prior density that is often used in Bayesian analysis without violating
the framework assumptions. This prior density is non-informative and can be written as
pi(S0) ∝ 1[0,∞)(S0). Therefore, the prior ratio in this case is identically one for any proposed
value S∗0 . Further, a (symmetric) Gaussian proposal is employed (S
∗
0 ∼ N(S0, σ2S0)) resulting
in the MH ratio to be computed as:
rMH(S0 → S∗0) =
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S∗0 , d, σ2)
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2) ·
pi(S∗0)
pi(S0)
· q(S0|S
∗
0)
q(S∗0 |S0)
=
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µ∗i )2
}
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µi)2
} .
(3.4)
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Sampling d
The apparent diffusivity d is another non-negative parameter but in this case a gamma prior
is utilized, i.e., d ∼ Ga(αd, βd). The prior density can be written as:
pi(d) =
Γ(αd + βd)
Γ(αd)Γ(βd)
dαd−1 exp {−βd d} (3.5)
αd and βd are hyperparameters that are fixed a priori. Utilizing a Gaussian proposal, i.e.
d∗ ∼ N(d, σ2d), the MH ratio can be written in the following manner.
rMH(d→ d∗) = P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d
∗, σ2)
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2) ·
pi(d∗)
pi(d)
· q(d|d
∗)
q(d∗|d)
=
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µ∗i )2
}
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µi)2
} d∗αd−1 exp {−βd d∗}
dαd−1 exp {−βd d}
(3.6)
Sampling (θ,φ)
Note that for a k-compartment model, θ = (θ2, θ3, ..., θk) and φ = (φ2, φ3, ..., φk). Since,
(θj, φj) describe the principal direction of the j
th nerve fiber in R3, a natural choice for
the prior is the uniform distribution over the surface of the sphere ((θi, φi) ∼ Usph), i.e.,
pi(θi, φi) =
1
4pi
sin(θi)1(0,pi)(θi)1(0,2pi)(φi). This has been used in previous Bayesian implemen-
tations in literature but has a particular artifact of forming equivalence classes. This is
because the direction of the “stick” can be represented by antipodal points on the sphere.
To alleviate this issue of equivalence classes, it is proposed to model the direction parameters
using a uniform distribution on the surface of a hemisphere.
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Although this adjustment removes equivalence classes mathematically, it is possible that two
nerve fibers that are numerically in different directions may model a singular nerve fiber.
For example, a nerve fiber with principal direction (50◦, 50◦) of a large volume fraction may
get modeled by two fibers with principal directions (50.1◦, 50.1◦) and (49.9◦, 49.9◦) of smaller
volume fractions. To mitigate such overfitting, it is proposed to use a constrained conditional
prior on the hemisphere for (θj, φj). Such a distribution may be denoted in the following
manner.
(θj, φj)| {(θj′ , φj′)}j′ 6=j ∼ Usph 1ωj ,δ(θj, φj) (3.7)
where δ is a preselected adjusted angular distance around each fiber where a different fiber
is prohibited, ωj,δ the represents surface of the hemisphere minus spherical caps where fibers
already exist, and {(θj′ , φj′)}j′ 6=j is the set of directions for all nerve fibers except the jth
component. In the above, the adjusted angular distance between two nerve fibers (θj, φj)
and (θj′ , φj′) is given by:
δj,j′ = min (dj,j′ , pi − dj,j′) , (3.8)
where dj,j′ = arccos (sin(θj) cos(φj) sin(θj′) cos(φj′) + sin(θj) sin(φj) cos(θj′) cos(φj′) + cos(θj) cos(θj′)) rep-
resents the inverse-cosine of the dot product of the vectors when converted to cartesian co-
ordinate from spherical coordinates. This is equivalent to the numerator when finding the
conventional angular distance. Note that the denominator is one since all nerve directions
are represented by unit vectors.
Figure 3.2 pictorially depicts the prior for the direction of the second fiber. The point in
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Figure 3.2: Pictorial representation of the constrained conditional prior for fiber direction
given that one other fiber exists
red depicts the principal direction of the first fiber. The density for the conditional prior can
be explicitly written in the following way:
pi
(
θi, φi|θ(−i),φ(−i)
)
=
1
c
1
4pi
sin(θi)1(0,pi)(θi)1(0,pi)(φi)1ωi,δ(θi, φi) (3.9)
where c represents the probability of the “non-truncated” surface of the sphere, namely, ωj,δ.
Note that in the prior ratio for MH update, this constant c will cancel. Furthermore, if there
is only one fiber currently in the model then no restrictions on the surface of the hemisphere
apply.
To sample new values for θ and φ, independent MH sampling is performed for each com-
ponent by using a von Mises proposal distribution. Note that θj ∈ (0, pi) whereas the von
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Mises distribution has a support of (0, 2pi), but by using a simple rescaling trick, the pro-
posed values are in the support of θj. That is, 2θ
∗
i ∼ vM(2θi, κθ). Note that the von
Mises is a circular analog of the Gaussian distribution and is characterized by the pdf
p(x|µ, κ) = exp {κ cos(x− µ)}
2piI0(κ)
, where I0(κ) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
of order 0. Therefore, the proposal ratio is identically 1.
The MH ratio for this update can then be written as:
rMH(θj → θ∗j ) =
P (S|k,f ,θ∗,φ, S0, d, σ2)
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2) ·
pi
(
θ∗j , φj| {(θj′ , φj′)}j′ 6=j
)
pi
(
θj, φj| {(θj′ , φj′)}j′ 6=j
) · q(θj|θ∗j )
q(θ∗j |θj)
=
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µ∗i )2
}
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µi)2
} sin(θ∗j )
sin(θj)
1ωj ,δ(θ
∗
j , φj)
(3.10)
A similar procedure is used for sampling components of φ. Using 2φ∗j ∼ vM(2φj, κφ), the
MH ratio can be written as:
rMH(φj → φ∗j) =
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2)
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2) ·
pi
(
θj, φ
∗
j | {(θj′ , φj′)}j′ 6=j
)
pi
(
θj, φj| {(θj′ , φj′)}j′ 6=j
) · q(φj|φ∗j)
q(φ∗j |φj)
=
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µ∗i )2
}
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µi)2
} 1ωj ,δ(θj, φ∗j)
(3.11)
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Sampling f
For a k-compartment model, f = (f1, f2, ..., fk). Here, f1 corresponds to the volume fraction
of the isotropic component and {fj}kj=2 are the volume fractions associated with each of the
nerve fiber in the model. Since the volume fractions describe a physical quantity (volume)
two constraints must be imposed; nonnegative (fj ≥ 0) and sum-to-one
(
k∑
j=1
fj = 1
)
. A
natural choice for the prior is the Dirichlet distribution, i.e., f ∼ Dirichlet(α). Here
α = (α1, α2, ..., αk) = (1, 1, ...., 1) to ensure that the prior is noninformative. The prior
density is shown below and it should be noted that the prior ratio will be 1.
pi(f) =
Γ
(
k∑
j=1
αj
)
k∏
j=1
Γ (αj)
k∏
j=1
f
αj−1
j = (k − 1)! (3.12)
The physical constraints on f are geometrically interpreted as the vector being constrained
to a standard (or probability) simplex. Picking efficient proposal distributions in situations
of constrained support can sometimes be obvious, for example a simple rescaling did the
trick in the case of θj and φj when using von Mises proposals. It should also be noted that
if a different proposal such as the Gaussian was used, this trick would not have worked.
More often in situations where the parameter support is complicated, such as the simplex,
the kind of transformation that should be used is not trivially determined, and the use
of standard proposal distribution may result in the proposed values ending up outside the
simplex implying automatic rejection. To further add complexity, a k-dimensional vector
in the simplex has k − 1 degrees of freedom. Therefore, a proposal development strategy
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for constrained supports called SPInS (proposed chapter 4) is utilized. Specifically, the
componentwise sampler as described later in Section 4.1.2 is used. The proposal density
here is q(f ∗j |fj) is omitted for brevity but may be derived in a straightforward manner from
(4.26). Note that a change in fj necessitates a change in the entire vector to maintain the
sum-to-one constraint. This is obtained via rescaling the remaining components as detailed
in Section 4.1.2. Let f∗(j) represent the proposed vector obtained from a change in the j
th
component. The MH ratio for updating the jth component can be written as:
rMH(f → f∗(j)) =
P (S|k,f∗(j),θ,φ, S0, d, σ2)
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2) ·
pi(f∗(j))
pi(f)
· q
(
fj|f ∗j
)
q
(
f ∗j |fj
)
=
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µ∗i )2
}
exp
{
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(Si − µi)2
} q (fj|f ∗j )
q
(
f ∗j |fj
) (3.13)
Sampling σ2
By using the fact that Gaussian and Inverse-Gamma distributions are conjugates, it is pos-
sible to obtain a closed-form conditional distribution for σ2. Specifically, if
1
σ2
∼ Ga(ασ, βσ)
then following conditional posterior is obtained:
1
σ2
∣∣k,S,f ,θ,φ, S0, d ∼ Ga(ασ + n
2
, βσ +
∑n
i=1(Si − µi)2
2
)
. (3.14)
Therefore, Gibbs sampling is performed in this scenario.
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3.1.2 Model identification via RJ transitions
The previous section addressed how model parameters can be sampled given the number
of compartments k. In this section, k is seen as a parameter that is sampled using the
RJMCMC framework. To assign a prior distribution to k, a maximum value kmax (largest
possible number of comparmtents) is established. Then, a discrete uniform distribution is
employed, i.e,
pi(k) =

1
kmax
if k ∈ {1, 2, ..., kmax}
0 if k /∈ {1, 2, ..., kmax}
(3.15)
Noting that a change in k is equivalent to a change in the model, a proposal distribution is
established for k. Given a current value of k, two moves are allowed; birth and death. A
birth move results in the k being updated to k∗ = k+ 1 and a new nerve fiber will be added.
In contrast, a death move results in the removal of a nerve fiber at random and k∗ = k−1. If
dk and bk represent the death and birth move respectively for a model with k compartments
then P (dk) = 1− P (bk). Finally, the probability of birth is:
P (bk) =

1 if k = 1
1
2
if k ∈ {2, 3, ..., kmax − 1}
0 if k = kmax
(3.16)
In this mechanism, deaths are not allowed when no fibers are present in the model, i.e. k = 1,
and no births are allowed when k = kmax. Furthermore, this proposal can be thought of as
a (discrete) random walk proposal on the number of compartments within the model.
Consider the birth move, i.e., k∗ = k+1, requiring the addition of a triplet (f ∗k+1, θ
∗
k+1, φ
∗
k+1).
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The volume fraction for the additional nerve fiber is proposed using a Beta distribution,
f ∗k+1 ∼ Be(1, k + 1). The direction parameters (θ∗k+1, φ∗k+1) for the new fiber are generated
from the constrained conditional uniform distribution over the hemisphere as explained in
section 3.1.1. To make room for this new fiber, the existing volume fractions {fj}kj=1 are
rescaled. Specifically,
f ∗j = fj(1− f ∗k+1), i = 1, 2, . . . , k. (3.17)
This results in
k+1∑
j=1
f ∗j = 1. The remaining parameters in the model are simply mapped
using an identity transformation, resulting in a well-defined competing model with k + 1
compartments. This mapping satisfies the requirement of being one-to-one and onto, and is
shown in Figure 3.3 with the parameters corresponding to the new fiber in red.
Figure 3.3: Mapping used for the birth move
This transformation describes how extra parameters are generated in the lower dimensions
to match the number of parameters in the higher dimension. Therefore, using the idea
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presented in (1.4), the MH ratio can be expressed as:
rMH((k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ
2)→ (k + 1, f∗,θ∗,φ∗, S0, d, σ2))
=
P (S|k + 1,f ∗,θ∗,φ∗, S0, d, σ2)
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2) ·
P (k + 1) pi(f ∗) pi
({
(θ∗j , φ
∗
j)
}k+1
j=1
)
pi(S0) pi(d) pi(σ
2)
P (k) pi(f) pi
(
{(θj, φj)}kj=1
)
pi(S0) pi(d) pi(σ2)
·
P (dk+1)
P (bk)q(f ∗k+1)q(θ
∗
k+1, φ
∗
k+1)
· |Jk→k+1|
=
P (S|k + 1,f ∗,θ∗,φ∗, S0, d, σ2)
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2) ·
k! pi
(
θ∗k+1, φ
∗
k+1| {(θj, φj)}kj=1
)
pi({(θj, φj)}kj=1)
(k − 1)! pi
(
{(θj, φj)}kj=1
) ·
P (dk+1)Γ(1) Γ(k + 1)
P (bk)Γ(k + 2) (1− f ∗k+1)k pi
(
θ∗k+1, φ
∗
k+1| {(θj, φj)}kj=1
) · |Jk→k+1|
=
P (S|k + 1,f ∗,θ∗,φ∗, S0, d, σ2)
P (S|k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2) ·
P (dk+1)
P (bk)
· k
k + 1
(3.18)
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The Jacobian in the above can be computed as:
|Jk→k+1| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1− f ∗k+1) 0 0 . . . 0 −f1 0 0 . . . 0
0 (1− f ∗k+1) 0 . . . 0 −f2 0 0 . . . 0
...
0 0 . . . 0 (1− f ∗k+1) −fk 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 1 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0 1 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (1− f ∗k+1)k
The death move, on the other hand, requires one of the nerve fibers to be removed. This is
done at random and a rescaling is performed. Without loss of generality assume that the
kth compartment is removed, then the volume fractions for the k − 1 compartment model
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can be written in the following way.
f ∗j =
fj
k−1∑
j=1
fj
=
fj
1− fk , i = 1, 2, ..., k − 1. (3.19)
Finally, to calculate the MH ratio for the death move, the reciprocal of the MH ratio of the
birth move may be computed as explained in Section 1.2.3.
rMH((k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ
2)→ (k − 1, f∗,θ∗,φ∗, S0, d, σ2))
=
1
rMH((k − 1, f∗,θ∗,φ∗, S0, d, σ2)→ (k,f ,θ,φ, S0, d, σ2))
(3.20)
3.1.3 Posterior analysis
Once the chains have been run until convergence, the next step is to perform inference on
the parameters. The first step is to determine the most appropriate model, i.e., select k.
The posterior probability of each model is estimated by
P (k = k0) =
Number of iterations such that k = k0
Total Number of iterations
, k0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , kmax} . (3.21)
The number of compartments corresponding to the mode of this distribution is then selected
used to establish the most appropriate model. In the remainder of the posterior inference,
only the samples collected for this model are used for inference and the remaining are dis-
carded. The inference for S0 and d is relatively straightforward and the sample means are
used for estimation. This posterior inference for the volume fractions and direction of the
nerve fiber is somewhat challenging. Consider, the jth anisotropic compartment in the model
of interest with parameters {fj, θj, φj}. It is possible that during the course of sampling, dif-
ferent nerve fibers were labeled with index j. This may be attributed to the model jumping
step where say a fiber with index less than j was eliminated resulting in change of indices or
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possibly during sampling because where two fibers exchanged positions. Therefore, posterior
inference can only be performed after any mislabeling have been resolved.
To perform relabeling, a clustering algorithm called partitioning around medoids (pam) is
performed on the samples of (θ,φ) using the concept of dissimilarity. Keeping in mind that
the nerve directions are axial in nature, the adjusted angular distance as explained in (3.8) is
used as a measure of dissimilarity. The closer the nerves are to 90◦, the more dissimilar the
directions. Estimation of the nerve directions (θj, φj) can then be performed by selecting the
center of its corresponding cluster. This center is called medoid, and represents the sampled
point with least average dissimilarity relative to all the members of the cluster. Using the
obtained relabeling, the volume fractions are permuted appropriately. The volume fractions
associated with each cluster is then found by estimating the posterior mean of each compo-
nent fj.
3.2 Experiments and results
To demonstrate the performance of the BaSS method, two sets of studies are conducted.
The first relies on data simulated with known fiber configurations at different noise levels
and the second involving a real dMRI dataset.
3.2.1 Simulation based assessment
To simulate data, (3.1) was used as a generative model. Three datasets were generated for
each k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The noise in the system was accounted by a scalar construct called
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signal-to-noise ratio, defined as SNR =
S0
σ
. Three different levels of noise were used in
the process; low (SNR=30), medium (SNR=20), and high (SNR=10). At high noise levels,
additive Gaussian noise results in negative signals to be produced during simulation. To
rectify this, Rician noise was used instead as shown in (3.22). This leads to the likelihood
being misspecified as the model assumes Gaussian noise.
Si =
√(
µi
S0
+ i,1
)2
+ 2i,2 , i,k ∼ N(0, σ2) (3.22)
In these datasets, 64 gradient directions were used (at b = 3000) along with 1 measurement
for S0 (i.e., b = 0). The choice of k was governed by the fact that more than three nerve
fibers are typically not expected, and choices larger than that supplicate the limitations of
the dMRI technology. Although it is possible to increase the number of gradient directions,
which has been done in recent literature, this work attempted to model the dMRI signals
at a clinical standard rather than a research standard (typically involving 128+ gradient
directions). The remaining parameters for simulation were set as follows:
{(θj, φj)}kj=2 =

{(45◦, 45◦)} if k = 2,
{(45◦, 45◦), (135◦, 45◦)} if k = 3,
{(45◦, 45◦), (135◦, 45◦), (90◦, 135◦)} if k = 4,
{(45◦, 45◦), (135◦, 45◦), (90◦, 135◦), (90◦, 5◦)} if k = 5,
f =

(0.5, 0.5) if k = 2,
(0.5, 0.25, 0.25) if k = 3,
(0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25) if k = 4,
(0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2) if k = 5,
S0 = 100,
d = 1.5× 10−3,
σ =
S0
SNR
, SNR ∈ {30, 20, 10}.
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The proposed sampler was run for 10, 000 iterations with the spatial separation parameter δ
set to be 30◦ and kmax set to 8. The first 5, 000 iterations were discarded as burn-in. Table
3.1 shows the estimated fiber directions for all the experiments. Similarly, Tables 3.2 and
3.3 show the estimated posterior mean and standard deviation for the remaining parame-
ters of the model. Further, Figures 3.4-3.7 visually depict the reconstruction process of the
BaSS method for all 12 datasets. In the first column of these figures, a histogram showing
the estimated posterior probability for the models is presented. The second column shows
2D scatterplots depicting the different clusters that approximate the simulated nerve fibers
with the best estimated directions (corresponding to the respective medoids of the cluster)
represented by black ‘plus’ symbols. The third column presents a 3D image with the true
fibers color coded and approximated in black.
Indicative of good performance, the correct model was identified in each of the simulated
experiments. Furthermore, all associated fibers in each of these models were recovered within
5◦ of the true values. To understand the variability around the estimates of the fiber di-
rections, Table 3.1 also shows the average adjusted angular distance (AAAD) with respect
to the medoid for each cluster. This quantity is calculated by computing the AAD using
(3.8) between every cluster member and their corresponding medoid, followed by obtain-
ing the arithmetic mean. This measure represents how far on average the directions for a
particular fiber are sampled from the best estimated direction. As anticipated, the vari-
ability around these estimates increases with the amount of noise in the data and with the
increasing number of model parameters. In each of the cases, the estimated fiber direction
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Table 3.1: Estimated direction parameters obtained from cluster medoid and within cluster
average adjusted angular distance (bolded) in degrees
# fibers SNR (θ2, φ2) (θ3, φ3) (θ4, φ4) (θ5, φ5)
True Value (45, 45) - - -
30
(45.47, 45.13) - - -
0.89 - - -
1
20
(43.78, 44.61) - - -
1.22 - - -
10
(44.36, 45.53) - - -
3.21 - - -
True Value (45, 45) (135, 45) - -
30
(45.01, 43.71) (134.19, 43.47) - -
1.30 1.42 - -
2
20
(45.60, 47.26) (136.25, 48.17) - -
2.57 2.34 - -
10
(44.38, 43.00) (137.93, 49.95) - -
5.73 4.49 - -
True Value (45, 45) (135, 45) (90, 135) -
30
(45.88, 45.07) (136.17, 42.87) (88.24, 136.98) -
1.68 1.74 1.73 -
3
20
(42.51, 42.89) (134.35, 41.10) (89.26, 133.73) -
3.02 2.52 2.42 -
10
(45.06, 43.08) (133.44, 39.57) (92.28, 133.02) -
4.94 4.25 4.44 -
True Value (45, 45) (135, 45) (90, 135) (90, 5)
30
(43.22, 44.25) (131.94, 47.76) (91.86, 133.72) (86.07, 9.89)
2.44 1.89 1.93 2.72
4
20
(42.47, 48.32) (135.11, 53.87) (87.77, 139.06) (87.70, 7.77)
3.74 3.31 4.02 5.66
10
(47.75, 41.46) (132.69, 39.09) (85.74, 132.26) (94.26, 0.89)
6.54 7.02 6.66 8.41
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Table 3.2: Estimated posterior mean (and standard deviation) for volume fractions
# fibers SNR f1 f2 f3 f4 f5
True Value 0.5 0.5 - - -
30 0.48 (0.02) 0.52 (0.02) - - -
1 20 0.55 (0.02) 0.45 (0.02) - - -
10 0.54 (0.07) 0.46 (0.07) - - -
True Value 0.5 0.25 0.25 - -
30 0.50 (0.02) 0.26 (0.01) 0.24 (0.01) - -
2 20 0.49 (0.03) 0.28 (0.02) 0.23 (0.02) - -
10 0.51 (0.06) 0.27 (0.04) 0.22 (0.03) - -
True Value 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 -
30 0.23 (0.03) 0.27 (0.01) 0.25 (0.01) 0.25 (0.01) -
3 20 0.27 (0.04) 0.26 (0.02) 0.22 (0.02) 0.25 (0.02) -
10 0.23 (0.08) 0.28 (0.03) 0.25 (0.03) 0.24 (0.03) -
True Value 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
30 0.22 (0.03) 0.18 (0.01) 0.20 (0.01) 0.21 (0.01) 0.19 (0.01)
4 20 0.21 (0.05) 0.20 (0.02) 0.19 (0.02) 0.22 (0.02) 0.18 (0.02)
10 0.11 (0.08) 0.23 (0.05) 0.23 (0.04) 0.22 (0.05) 0.22 (0.04)
Table 3.3: Estimated posterior mean (and standard deviation) for S0 and d
# fibers SNR S0 d
True Value 100 1.5E-03
30 97.20 (3.69) 1.47E-03 (9.60E-05)
1-fib 20 106.21 (4.43) 1.37E-03 (1.25E-04)
10 92.42 (10.85) 1.21E-03 (5.27E-04)
30 105.41 (3.02) 1.67E-03 (8.35E-05)
2-fib 20 96.44 (4.59) 1.37E-03 (9.56E-05)
10 100.85 (8.86) 1.28E-03 (2.05E-04)
30 93.74 (2.96) 1.45E-03 (1.01E-04)
3-fib 20 95.10 (4.36) 1.40E-03 (1.25E-04)
10 100.85 (8.09) 1.43E-03 (1.68E-04)
30 99.06 (2.74) 1.42E-03 (6.44E-05)
4-fib 20 102.35 (4.63) 1.41E-03 (1.19E-04)
10 100.81 (8.95) 1.45E-03 (4.67E-04)
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Figure 3.4: Results of BaSS estimation for one-fiber systems at SNR = 30, 20, 10 (top to
bottom)
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Figure 3.5: Results of BaSS estimation for two-fiber systems at SNR = 30, 20, 10 (top to
bottom)
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Figure 3.6: Results of BaSS estimation for three-fiber systems at SNR = 30, 20, 10 (top to
bottom)
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Figure 3.7: Results of BaSS estimation for four-fiber systems at SNR = 30, 20, 10 (top to
bottom)
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is within one step of the AAAD of the true value. This is somewhat equivalent to the un-
derstanding that the estiamated value is within one standard deviation of the true value.
This ability to estimate accurately and precisely is especially impressive under the misspec-
ified likelihood (Gaussian vs. Rician), which is inevitable when analyzing real patient data.
The other parameters were recovered as anticipated within one standard deviation of the
true values. This provides impetus for further studying the performance of the BaSS method.
At this juncture, it is important to mention that assessment of methods that analyze dMRI
data is challenging and non-trivial. This is primarily due to the fact that for real patient data,
the truth is unknown because confirming neural paths requires invasive means (which may
not be enough depending on the region of the brain being studied). Therefore, there is no
obvious established standard that qualifies a method to be effective. However progress still
needs to be made and this is done in using an incremental approach. That is, comparative
analyses are performed between existing methods along with argumentation demonstrating
the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. Such an exercise is shown in the next section.
3.2.2 In-vivo data
A de-identified dMRI dataset was used to assess the performance of the BaSS method. The
data for this study was provided graciously by Dr. Sarah Carr (Research Fellow, King’s
College London). The dataset contained one observation each corresponding to each of the
64 diffusion directions at b = 1000 and one observation at b = 0, which can be thought of
as an observation of S0. Specifically, a section (24 voxels) placed over the corpus callosum
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and corona radiata with tracts into the frontal cortex was analyzed using a spatial separa-
tion threshold of 30◦ and 50◦. For comparative analyses, this region was analyzed using the
implementation of BEDPOSTX using FSL software and by Constrained Spherical Deconvo-
lution (CSD) using MRtrix3 (Tournier et al., 2012) software.
Figure 3.8 presents the results of the reconstruction of the four methods along with an image
of the region of interest. The background of the images for BaSS and BEDPOSTX are a
measure of the anisotropy in the voxel. A completely white background implies that the
sum of the anisotropic volume fractions is zero and a completely black background implies
that the sum of the anisotropic components is one. The background of the CSD (obtained
from MRtrix3) is the default obtained using the highest intensity (b = 0). Note that the
concept of volume fractions does not directly extend to CSD because it derives directions by
estimating the fODF as opposed to solving a parametric multi-compartment model. In these
implementations, kmax for BaSS and BEDPOSTX was set to 3, and the spherical harmonic
order of CSD was lmax set to the default value of 8. For BEDPOSTX, any fibers with a
volume fraction of less than 0.05 were neglected as suggested by its authors.
There is a general sense of consistency among the major fiber directions for the region, but
more crossing fibers are found by the BaSS method. In the top row, both BaSS runs show
three crossing fibers whereas BEDPOSTX only detects one. The fact that BEDPOSTX
did not detect these crossing fibers is echoed by CSD. In the third voxel of the third row,
BEDPOSTX was able to recover an additional nerve fiber that went undetected by BaSS
and CSD. The estimated volume fraction of this fiber was found to be 0.067, which is close
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to the cutoff for removal set at 0.05. In the fifth voxel of the fourth row, both BaSS runs (30◦
and 50◦) recovered a crossing fiber that was undetected using both CSD and BEDPOSTX.
Additionally, in the third voxel of the fifth row, an additional nerve fiber is seen only in the
BaSS implementation when the spatial tolerance is low (δ = 30◦). This demonstrates the
advantage of BaSS over the other methods to adjust to a user’s utility of finding crossing
fibers. That is, lower δ to detect more crossing fibers and increase δ to find fewer crossing
fibers.
3.3 Discussion
It should be noted that Melie-Garc´ıa et al. (2008) previously proposed a method based on
RJMCMC as well. Although drawing from the same idea of model transition, the two meth-
ods are significantly different. In the version of Melie-Garc´ıa et al. (2008), at each iteration
one of five possible moves were made; birth, death, split, merge, or update. The birth (and
death) moves in both methods are, in essence, similar as they attempt to add (or remove) a
nerve fiber from an existing model. The update move may be seen as an equivalent version
of the (fixed k) model parameter sampling step of the current method. Importantly, the split
move that allows for a fiber to divide and the merge move allows for two fibers to combine
are no longer a part of the current implementation. Additionally, the proposal probability of
these moves require a hyperparameter to be updated via sampling and two additional (ar-
bitrarily set) parameters (minimum volume fraction threshold and a controlling parameter)
that the control birth and split rates in order to prevent overfitting.
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Figure 3.8: Fiber construction results on in-vivo data
(a) BaSS (δ = 30◦) (b) BaSS (δ = 50◦)
(c) BEDPOSTX (d) CSD
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In the current implementation, the use of a constrained conditional prior does not allow
fibers below a certain threshold to be generated, and thereby eliminating the need for the
split and merge moves completely. It is further argued that the spatial separation parame-
ter in this prior is a more natural choice for controlling overfitting than the two previously
mentioned parameters. In fact, this parameter can be leveraged to improve the efficiency
of estimation by allowing the sampler to adapt to a given region as shown in the previous
section. That is, if a user determines that many crossing fibers exist, then the pre-specified
threshold can be lowered and if more robust direction estimation is required, then it can be
increased. Furthermore, by simply using a binary model transition “random walk” proposal,
the hyperparameter controlling the proposal probabilities for the five different moves has
been eliminated and thereby requiring fewer parameters to be sampled. In addition to the
reduction in parameters, careful attention has been paid to guarantee that convergence takes
place on the support of the parameters. Instead of the conventional Gaussian proposals, that
do not guarantee convergence of parameters on their support (since the proposal support is
larger than the parameter support), von Mises proposals for the direction parameters and
SPInS simplex strategy for the volume fractions have been used.
In previous literature, sampling/estimation for the directional parameters has been done on
the surface of the sphere and the point of equivalence classes has gone largely underacknowl-
edged. This is addressed here in two ways; by performing the sampling on the hemisphere
to eliminate equivalence classes and by using an adjusted angular distance that takes into
account any numerical equivalencies in fiber direction. For posterior analyses, the issue of
label switching of the fibers has been addressed through clustering based on the adjusted
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angular distance as well.
Another instance of RJMCMC is presented in Pisharady et al. (2018), where a high-resolution
dataset and low-resolution dataset are simultaneously used for inference through compres-
sive sensing. In this method, the BSM is first linearized by assuming that S0 is known and
by utilizing the estimated value for d from BEDPOSTX. The method further initializes f
using BEDPOSTX as well. At this point, no further (model specific) update sampling is
performed for d or f . Furthermore, sampling for the directional parameters over the entire
surface of the sphere (or hemisphere) is not performed either. The model jumping (of the
RJMCMC) procedure then picks and chooses the best number of components and direc-
tions from a set of values obtained by discretizing the surface of the sphere (and placed in
a computational “dictionary”) through either a birth, death, or switch move. Furthermore,
the noise assumption slightly differs from the one used in the proposed work. Specifically,
yi =
µi
S0
+ i or noisy Gaussian signal of the ratio of the dampened and original MRI signal
is considered to be observed. Naturally, this strategy in the sense of obtaining parameter
model is not self-contained unlike the one presented in this work. It may be argued that
the notion of combining high-resolution data with low-resolution data can be incorporated
within the framework of BaSS. This is an interesting lead for future work.
The primary drawback of the strategy as presented currently is the computational time,
which is in the order several minutes similar to BEDPOSTX. This is primarily due to the
strenuous sampling requirement of a highly parameterized system and the rigorous post-
processing procedure. The computational optimization for this procedure is considered future
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work. This aim of achieving computational efficiency is tangible considering that Pisharady
et al. (2018) reported their RJMCMC procedure to have a runtime of about 250ms/voxel
when running on in a parallel computing framework. This method, because of its expanse,
may possibly even require the use of Graphical Processing Units (GPUs).
In summary, a fully Bayesian method or delineating intravoxel white matter tracts is pro-
posed. The method works by simultaneously identifying and estimating an appropriate
model that explains dMRI measurements. Of prime importance is the use of innovative
constrained priors for the directional parameters of the nerve fibers that prevent overfitting.
Furthermore, the directional parameters along with the volume fractions use appropriate
proposal distributions that efficiently sample on their respective supports. Excellent perfor-
mance was noted on simulated data even in the presence of high noise and large number of
fibers. To its advantage, the proposed method has showed an ability to detect more crossing
fibers in comparison to leading methods in the field using a clinical standard dataset. Finally,
associated R-code has been provided in Appendix A in an effort to promote reproducibility.
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II BAYESIAN SAMPLING IN RESTRICTED
DOMAINS
56
4 SAMPLING PRUDENTLY USING INVERSION
SPHERES
Chapter 1 introduced the MH algorithm and Chapter 3 demonstrated its applications. Of
peculiar interest in Chapter 3 was the sampling procedure applied to the volume fractions
of nerve fibers. These volume fractions had external constraints (sum-to-one and positivity)
that required special attention and a procedure called SPInS, which stands for Sampling Pru-
dently using Inversion Spheres, was applied. This chapter is devoted to the development of
SPInS and its role in performing efficient MH sampling for variables with domain constraints.
As previously explained in Chapter 1, choosing efficient proposal distributions with opti-
mal acceptance rates is crucial for the success of any MH-sampler. This problem can be
extremely challenging (Rosenthal, 2011) and may become even harder in the presence of
external constraints. This is because naively choosing standard proposal distributions, such
as the Gaussian, may lead to poor sampling for two reasons. First, it may lead to too many
rejections because proposed values are often outside the domain. Second, the proposal dis-
tribution may be too concentrated around the current value, leading to an extremely large
acceptance rate. Both these issues lead to poor mixing and a potentially sub-par exploration
of the parameter space. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1 where a Gaussian proposal (red) is
used on an interval constraint and a triangular constraint in in 1D and 2D (black) respec-
tively.
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Figure 4.1: Proposals leading to too many rejections (a),(c) and too many acceptances (b),(d)
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
A popular strategy in situations of constrained domains involves reparametrizations such
that the transformed variables have domains that are unconstrained or are of relatively large
volume. The transformations that are involved in such implementations are chosen usually
on a case-by-case basis (e.g., exponential transformation for positivity), but such choices may
not be entirely obvious when the domain is complicated (e.g., set A ∈ R2 as shown in Fig.
4.2a). In such situations, it is proposed to use a transformation called inversion in a sphere.
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Figure 4.2: Intuition behind proposed work
(a) Example of a nonstandard
domain A ∈ R2
(b) Inversion in a sphere Sx0(r) (c) Result of inverting A in a
sphere Sx0(r)
Given a sphere Sx0(r) ⊂ Rk with center x0 ∈ Rk and radius r > 0, inversion in Sx0(r) is a
map T : Rk − {x0} → Rk − {x0} defined as:
T (x) = x0 + r
2 x− x0
||x− x0||2 , (4.1)
where || · || indicates the Euclidean norm. For fixed x0 and r, T is an involution (T−1 = T )
that is conformal and one-to-one. The transformation is pictorially shown in Fig. 4.2b. For
its purpose in this work, T maps a point inside the sphere to a point outside the sphere.
Points that are closer to the center of the inverting sphere are mapped farther away from
the surface of the inverting sphere. Therefore, when a region of finite volume such as the
set A in Fig. 4.2a is inverted in an appropriate sphere, its image T (A) will occupy infinite
volume as shown in Fig. 4.2c.
In this work, a novel scheme called Sampling Prudently using Inversion Spheres (SPInS) is
presented for sampling within constrained domains. The SPInS procedure is illustrated for
sampling on a simplex, in a sector of an n-sphere, and in a hypercube in Sections 4.1, 4.2.1,
and 4.2.2 respectively. In each of these sections, comparative assessments are also provided.
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Finally, Section 4.3 presents concluding remarks and comments on future work.
4.1 Sampling on the simplex
A parameter vector θ is said to be contained within a standard simplex in Rk (also known as
the probability simplex) when the components of the vector have a sum-to-one constraint,
that is, {
θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θk) ∈ Rk | θi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , k,
k∑
i=1
θi = 1
}
. (4.2)
The need for sampling, and eventually inference, on parameters constrained in the simplex
arises in several areas including those using compositional data (Fry et al., 2000; Billheimer
et al., 2001; Thomas and Aitchison, 2005), hyperspectral image unmixing (Dobigeon et al.,
2009; Arngren et al., 2011; Bioucas-Dias et al., 2012; Altmann et al., 2014a), and neuroimag-
ing (Behrens et al., 2007; Pisharady et al., 2018) among many others.
For sampling on the simplex, the Dirichlet distribution is a natural choice for the proposal,
but it cannot be used naively and requires adaptation during the course of sampling. This
is because small values (< 1) of the shape parameters cause the density to inflate on the
boundary of the simplex. As shown in Fig. 4.3a, when α = (0.3, 0.4, 0.3), the probability
of sampling in the interior of the simplex is virtually zero. Therefore, during the course of
sampling, current values of the parameters (in the simplex) cannot be used as the shape
parameters for the Dirichlet proposal density. However, the shape parameters may be set
to a rescaled version of the current value, although it is important to understand that large
values may cause the simplex to not be explored judiciously. Figs. 4.3b and 4.3c show the
density as being concentrated in the interior when α = (3, 4, 3) and α = (30, 40, 30) respec-
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tively. The adaptation procedure employed to use the Dirichlet proposal is further discussed
in Section 4.1.3.
Figure 4.3: Plots of the Dirichlet densities with different scaling of the concentration param-
eters
(a) α = (0.3, 0.4, 0.3) (b) α = (3, 4, 3) (c) α = (30, 40, 30)
Additionally, several schemes within the computational Bayesian framework have been pro-
posed to efficiently sample on the simplex. Altmann et al. (2014b) demonstrated a Gibbs
sampler and two Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) samplers under the assumption of Gaus-
sianity. The reader is encouraged to read through the references within Altmann et al.
(2014b) to understand the intricacies of these methodologies. For instance, in Betancourt
(2012), the simplex is reparametrized to be amenable to HMC-sampling and in fact, can
be implemented with non-Gaussian distributions. It should also be noted that the other
two samplers, including the Gibbs sampler, suffer from inflexibility due to the requirement
of Gaussianity; this is where having effective Metropolis-Hastings (MH) samplers can be
extremely useful.
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Recently, Director et al. (2017) presented a method to perform MH sampling on the simplex
by using a Self-Adjusting Logit Transform (SALT) proposal and showed its advantages over
conventional proposal choices: Dirichlet and (componentwise) restricted Gaussian distribu-
tions. This procedure works by applying the logit-transform and sampling in a component-
wise manner.
In the remainder of this section, the SPInS algorithm is presented for sampling on the simplex
both in joint and componentwise manners. The performance of SPInS is then compared to
SALT and an adaptive Dirichlet proposal strategy.
4.1.1 The joint proposal procedure
Given that θ ∈ Rk with a sum-to-one constraint has k − 1 degrees of freedom, it seems
intuitive to use a k − 1 dimensional joint proposal distribution. Therefore, the simplex con-
taining θ is first projected down to k−1 dimensions by removing a single component, which
can effectively be thought of as the sum to less than or equal to one constraint in Rk−1.
For every MH iteration, in this formulation, a random component will be removed. The
following notation is first established: S represents the simplex of interest in Rk, S− is the
projection of the simplex in Rk−1, and θ− ∈ S− is the projection of θ ∈ S. For example,
the standard simplex in three dimensions is an equilateral triangle and projected down into
two dimensions is a right triangle (See Fig 4.4). At this stage, inversion in a sphere can be
performed to create an image T (S−) of infinite volume on which a standard proposal, like
the Gaussian distribution, can be used (Fig 4.5).
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Figure 4.4: Projection of S ∈ R3
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Figure 4.5: An illustration of inverting S− ∈ R2 in a sphere
Although inversion in a sphere is defined naturally in a multidimensional setting, the choice
of the center x0 and radius r may not be obvious. It is proposed to place the center of
the sphere at the closest boundary point of T (S−). The advantage is that T (S−) is now of
infinite volume and furthermore, points that are closer to the boundary of S− are mapped
farther away from the boundary of T (S−). This is an extremely beneficial property as it
allows the proposal to adapt to the location of the current point. In essence, new proposed
values remain within T (S−) and consequently, within the simplex overall. Mathematically,
the center can be represented as:
x0 = argmin
x ∈ ω(S−)
||θ− − x||, (4.3)
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where ω(S−) represents the set of all boundary points of S−. In practice, this center is
computed by finding the closest projection of θ− onto the faces of S−.
Let n = k− 1 and note that in Rn, S− is the intersection of n+ 1 half spaces defined by the
planes {xj = 0}nj=1 (let’s call these W1, ...,Wn) and
n∑
j=1
xj = 1 (called Wn+1). Given a point
x ∈ S−, the projection of x onto the planes W1, ...,Wn is given by
ProjWjx = (x1, ..., xj−1, 0, xj+1, ..., xn) (4.4)
and the projection onto Wn+1 is given by
ProjWn+1x =
1
n
((nI −M)x+ n). (4.5)
where I is the n×n identity matrix, M = [1]n×n, and n = [1]1×n such that [1]a×b is an a× b
matrix of with every entry equal to one. The center of the inversion sphere, x0, can then
easily be found by obtaining the projection of x onto the nearest plane.
Once the center of the inversion sphere is determined, the radius of the inversion sphere can
be obtained by picking a value large enough to envelope S−. Observing that diam(S−) =
sup{||x− y|| : x,y ∈ S−} = max{||ei − ej|| : i, j ≤ k − 1} =
√
2, a choice of r =
√
2, with
x0 on the boundary of S−, guarantees that S− will be contained in the sphere Sx0
(√
2
)
.
With the center and radius established, the inversion in a sphere as described in (4.1) can
be performed.
Let T (θ−) = δ−. Using δ− as the center, the radius (η) of the maximal ball in T (S−) is
calculated (Fig. 4.6). The purpose of computing η is to aid in establishing a suitable co-
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variance matrix for the proposal density that allows a new proposed value δ∗− to be sampled
in T (S−). In fact, an appropriate scaling strategy employing η can also be used to control
the mixing rate of the chain(s). An example of this is presented in Section 4.1.1 when a
Gaussian proposal is chosen to sample on T (S−).
To find η, note that spherical inversion sends spheres to spheres and that a plane is a sphere
containing the point at infinity. This means that T (Wj) are also spheres with finite radius
when θ− 6∈ Wj. Therefore, η, which is the distance between δ− and the nearest inverted
sphere T (Wj) is:
η = min
1≤j≤n+1
dist(δ−, T (Wj)). (4.6)
Next it is possible to write
dist(T (δ−), T (Wj)) = ||T (δ−)− center(T (Wj))|| − radius(T (Wj)) (4.7)
when T (Wj) has finite radius.
Lemma 4.1. For the planes Wj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n under the spherical inversion given by Tα,r,
center(T (W1)) = (α1 − r
2
2α1
, α2, ..., αn), (4.8)
radius(T (W1)) =
∣∣∣∣ r22α1
∣∣∣∣ = r22α1 , (4.9)
and similar for the other Wj, j ≤ n. For the face Wn+1 defined by the equation x1+· · ·+xn =
1, we get
center(T (Wn+1)) = (α1 − ρ, ..., αn − ρ), (4.10)
radius(T (Wn+1)) =
√
n|ρ|, (4.11)
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where
ρ =
r2
2(α1 + · · ·+ αn − 1) .
Proof : To derive (4.8), observe that since W1 is given by the equation x1 = 0, then T (W1)
is given by
T (W1) : α1 +
r2(x1 − α1)
||x−α||2 = 0. (4.12)
Completing the square in x1 and letting α1 6= 0, (or else T fixes W1),
((x1 − α1)2 + · · · (xn − αn)2) + r
2
α1
(x1 − α1) = 0
x21 − 2x1
(
α1 − r
2
2α1
)
+
(
α1 − r
2
2α1
)2
+ α21 + (x2 − α2)2 + · · ·+ (xn − αn)2 = r2 +
(
α1 − r
2
2α1
)2
(
x1 −
(
α1 − r
2
2α1
))2
+ (x2 − α2)2 + · · ·+ (xn − αn)2 =
(
r2
2α1
)2
By symmetry, the centers and radii for Wj, j ≤ n are similar. To derive (4.10),
T (Wn+1) : α1 +
r2(x1 − α1)
||x−α||2 + · · ·+ αn +
r2(xn − αn)
||x−α||2 = 1. (4.13)
Letting α1 + · · · + αn 6= 1, (or else T fixes Wn+1) and completing the square now in each
variable,
||x−α||2 + r
2(x1 + · · ·+ xn)
(α1 + · · ·+ αn − 1) =
r2(α1 + · · ·+ αn)
(α1 + · · ·+ αn − 1) .
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Letting ρ = r
2
2(α1+···+αn−1) ,
x21 − 2x1(α1 − ρ) + (α1 − ρ)2
+
...
+ x2n − 2xn(αn − ρ) + (αn − ρ)2
= 2ρ(α1 + · · ·+ αn)− α21 − · · · − α2n + (α1 − ρ)2 + · · ·+ (αn − ρ)2
= nρ2 = (
√
nρ)2. 
With η computed, an appropriate proposal density may be used to obtain a new value δ∗i .
Finally, a back map U , a spherical inversion with center x0 and radius as chosen previously, is
used to map the newly proposed value back into S−. Note that the realization of U(δ∗−) = θ∗−
completes the proposal procedure. A summary of the proposal procedure is shown in (4.14)
and pictorially presented in Fig. 4.6.
θ −→ θ− −→ T (θ−) = δ− q(·|δ−)−−−−→ δ∗− −→ U(δ∗−) = θ∗− −→ θ∗. (4.14)
Joint SPInS-proposal density
It is now important to derive the proposal density q(θ∗|θ) for the choice of q(δ∗−|δ−). It
should be noted that the transformations θ −→ θ− and θ∗− −→ θ∗ are deterministic. Specif-
ically, the first involves removal of a known component and the second involves the missing
component being computed by subtracting the sum of the other components from one. This
leads to the fact that q(θ∗|θ) = q(θ∗−|θ−).
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Figure 4.6: Pictorial representation of the SPInS procedure for S− ∈ R2
Next, note that the choice of x0 depends on θ implying that the choice of the inversion
sphere changes with the current location. Therefore, the properties of a standard spherical
inversion transformation as presented at the beginning of this chapter, where the inversion
sphere is established a priori, may need to be reexamined. The key property required for
the computation of the proposal density is that T is one-to-one. For this, let P (θ−) = x0 =
argmin
x ∈ ω(S−)
||θ− − x|| and note that P partitions S− into disjoint regions. For example, in R2,
S− is partitioned into four regions; three triangles which project to a common face and a set
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Figure 4.7: Projection P : θ− 7→ x0 induces a partition of S−. The image of one region in
the two dimensional case is shown. It is the intersection of two hyperbolas and is contained
in [2 +
√
2,∞)× [0, 1] if r = 1 or [2(2 +√2),∞) if r = √2.
of three line segments containing the incenter, I, of planar Lebesgue measure zero as shown
in 4.7.
Lemma 4.2. TP (·),√2 is an injective function on S−.
Proof. First, we establish that TP (·),√2 is well-defined. The set Q = {x : dist(x,Wj) =
dist(x,Wi), i 6= j} has Lebesgue measure zero. In case x ∈ Q, define P (x) to project onto j
for j > i. This defines a unique projection onto a face for all x ∈ S−, making P well-defined.
Since T is inversion in a sphere, it too is well-defined and thus TP (x),
√
2 is well-defined. There
are now three cases to consider:
Case 1 : P (x) = P (y). Then, if TP (x),
√
2(x) = TP (y),
√
2(y) then x = y since inversion is
injective.
Case 2 : P (x), P (y) ∈ Wj but P (x) 6= P (y) (in which case x 6= y). Then, TP (x),√2(x) lies
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in a line perpendicular to Wj through P (x) and TP (y),
√
2(y) lies in a line perpendicular to Wj
through P (y). Since P (x) 6= P (y), these lines are disjoint, thus TP (x),√2(x) 6= TP (y),√2(y).
Case 3 : P (x) ∈ Wj and P (y) ∈ Wi, i 6= j (and again x 6= y by definition of P ). Since
S− is contained in the hypercube [0, 1]n, then for j ≤ N , Wj is contained in a face of [0, 1]n.
Since the radius of inversion is fixed at r =
√
2, then observe that
T (W1) ⊂ [2,∞)× [0, 1]n−1
...
T (Wj) ⊂ [0, 1]j−1 × [2,∞)× [0, 1]n−j
...
T (Wn) ⊂ [0, 1]n−1 × [2,∞)
T (Wn+1) ⊂ (−∞, 0]n
comprising n + 1 disjoint sets. Thus, if x and y are projected onto different faces, then
TP (x),
√
2(x) 6= TP (y),√2(y). 
After establishing that T is one-to-one, it is noted that q(δ∗−|δ−) = q
(
δ∗−|T (θ−)
)
, which
further implies q(δ∗−|θ−) is of known form. Finally, q(θ∗−|θ−) = q (U(δ∗)−|θ−) can be easily
obtained by the using the Jacobian transformation method for random variables since U is
deterministic and is a standard inversion in a sphere. More importantly, note that U is in
fact T−1 when the domain of T is restricted to S−.
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Proposal density using a Gaussian distribution
The Gaussian proposal density on T (S−) can be represented as:
q(δ∗−|δ−) =
1√
(2pi)k−1|Σ| exp
{
−1
2
(
δ∗− − δ−
)T
Σ−1
(
δ∗− − δ−
)}
.
=⇒ q(δ∗−|θ−) =
1√
(2pi)k−1|Σ| exp
{
−1
2
(δ∗− − T (θ−))TΣ−1(δ∗− − T (θ−))
}
.
(4.15)
In the above, Σ =
(η
d
)2
Ik−1, where Ik−1 is the (k − 1) × (k − 1) identity matrix, and the
parameter d is chosen to appropriately scale the Gaussian proposal to both propose values
within the simplex and adjust acceptance rates as necessary. The overall proposal density
can be written as:
q(θ∗−|θ−) =
1√
(2pi)k−1|Σ| exp
{
−1
2
(
U−1(θ∗−)− T (θ−)
)T
Σ−1
(
U−1(θ∗−)− T (θ−)
)} |J |
=
1√
(2pi)k−1|Σ| exp
{
−1
2
(
U(θ∗−)− T (θ−)
)T
Σ−1
(
U(θ∗−)− T (θ−)
)}( r
||θ∗− − x0||
)2(k−1)
= q(θ∗|θ).
(4.16)
It should be noted that the second line of the equality is obtained from the fact that U is an
involution. Finally, any values proposed outside T (S−) are automatically rejected.
Lemma 4.3. The Jacobian for a spherical inversion with center α and radius r is(
r
||x−α||
)2n
∀x ∈ Rn − {α} (4.17)
Proof. The Jacobian for Tα,r is given by
J =

∂u1
∂x1
∂u1
∂x2
· · · ∂u1
∂xn
∂u2
∂x1
∂u2
∂x2
· · · ∂u2
∂xn
...
...
. . .
...
∂un
∂x1
· · · · · · ∂un
∂xn
 (4.18)
where uj = αj + 2ρ(xj − αj), the jth component of Tα,r(x). Taking partial derivatives, we
get
[J ]i,j =
{
r2(||x−α||2−2(xj−αj)2)
||x−α||4 , i = j
−2r2(xi−αi)(xj−αj)
||x−α||4 , i 6= j
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Pulling out the factor of r
2
||x−α||4 and making the substitution aj = (xj − αj), we can realize
[J ]i,j =
r2
(
∑n
k=1 a
2
k)
2
{∑n
k=1 a
2
k − 2a2j , i = j
−2aiaj, i 6= j
from which the binomial theorem and cofactor expansion gives
|J | =
(
r2
(
∑n
k=1 a
2
k)
2
)n(
−
( ∞∑
k=1
a2k
)n)
= −
(
r
||x−α||
)2n
4.1.2 The componentwise proposal procedure
In addition to the proposal procedure shown in the previous section, a componentwise
MH update strategy can also be developed. A single iteration, here, will consist of k-
individual MH steps, each corresponding to a different component in θ. For each component
θi of θ (i = 1, 2, . . . , k), the inversion sphere will be an interval.
For a given component θi ∈ [0, 1], a sphere Sx0,i(r), is established with the same principles
as the joint sampler. The closest endpoint of the unit interval is chosen as the center, x0,i
and a radius of r = 1 are selected because this guarantees that the entire interval, (0,1), is
encapsulated within the inversion sphere. More specifically,
x0,i =
{
0 if θi ≤ 12 ,
1 if θi >
1
2
,
Sx0,i(r) =
{
(−1, 1) if θi ≤ 12 ,
(0, 2) if θi >
1
2
.
(4.19)
The inversion in this sphere can then be performed by using the map T as below.
T (θi) =
{
1
θi
if θi ≤ 12 ,
θi
θi−1 if θi >
1
2
.
(4.20)
It is easy to see that T is one-to-one. Furthermore, if θi → 0+, then T (θi) → ∞ and if
θi → 1−, then T (θi)→ −∞. This means that neighborhoods of points in the T -image of the
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unit interval may now occupy a considerably larger volume in comparison to the unit interval
itself and follows the same rationale outlined at beginning of this chapter and in Section 4.1.1.
Let T (θi) = δi. Around δi, the maximal interval that fits within the image of the unit
interval, T ((0, 1)), is calculated. Let the radius of this interval be called ηi, given by:
ηi =
{
T (θi)− 1 if θi ≤ 12 ,
|T (θi)| if θi > 12
=
{
1
θi
− 1 if θi ≤ 12 ,
| θi
θi−1 | if θi > 12
=
{
1−θi
θi
if θi ≤ 12 ,
θi
1−θi if θi >
1
2
.
(4.21)
As in the joint formulation with η, the purpose of ηi is to help appropriately define the support
for the proposal distribution on T ((0, 1)) and aid in controlling the mixing proportions of
the individual chains. On T ((0, 1)), a proposal density, q(·|δi), of choice can be used to
sample a new point δ∗i . With a new sampled point, a back mapping, denoted by U , is used
to obtain the point’s corresponding pre-image on the unit interval. This map corresponds
to an inversion in the sphere Sx0,i(r) as chosen at the initial step. It should be noted again
that U is in fact T−1 when the domain of T is restricted to (0, 1).
U(δ∗i ) =
{
1
δ∗i
if θi ≤ 12 ,
δ∗i
δ∗i−1 if θi >
1
2
.
(4.22)
The overall procedure used to obtain a new proposal point is illustrated pictorially in Fig.
4.8 and can be written as follows:
θi −→ T (θi) = δi q(·|δi)−−−→ δ∗i −→ U(δ∗i ) = θ∗i . (4.23)
Note that ηi → ∞ as θi → 0+ or θi → 1−. It should be reiterated that this property is
desirable because it allows the proposals to dynamically adjust based on the location of the
point θi in the unit interval. Ordinarily, no such adjustment would have taken place, and for
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Figure 4.8: Overview of proposal procedure
points close to 0 or 1 sampling may become inefficient. The componentwise SPInS-Gaussian
proposal density is derived next.
Componentwise SPInS-proposal density
The proposal density q(θ∗i |θi) is obtained using ideas similar to the previous section. Since T
is a one-to-one mapping, the choice q(δ∗i |δi) = q(δ∗i |T (θi)) implies that q(δ∗i |θi) is of a known
form. Furthermore, q(θ∗i |θi) = q(U(δ∗i )|θi) can be obtained by simply using the Jacobian
transformation method for random variables. It is critical to mention that a change in
any one component necessitates a readjustment in other components due to the sum-to-one
constraint. In order to do so, each component of {θj}j 6=i is rescaled in a manner which
maintains relative ratios.
θ∗j = (1− θ∗i )
θj
1− θi , j 6= i. (4.24)
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This rescaling is deterministic and therefore, doesn’t play a role in the computation of the
proposal density.
Proposal density using a Gaussian distribution
The choice of using a Gaussian proposal on the image of the unit interval means that
q(δ∗i |δi) =
1√
2pi(ηi
d
)2
exp
{−(δ∗i − δi)2
2(ηi
d
)2
}
.
=⇒ q(δ∗i |θi) =
1√
2pi(ηi
d
)2
exp
{−(δ∗i − T (θi))2
2(ηi
d
)2
}
.
(4.25)
The parameter d above is interpreted in exactly the same manner as the joint sampler
explored previously. Next, using the fact that U is an involution, the SPInS-Gaussian density
can be written as follows.
q(θ∗i |θi) =
1√
2pi(ηi
d
)2
exp
{−(U−1(θ∗i )− T (θi))2
2(ηi
d
)2
} ∣∣∣∣d U−1(θ∗i )d θ∗i
∣∣∣∣
=
1√
2pi(ηi
d
)2
exp
{−(U(θ∗i )− T (θi))2
2(ηi
d
)2
} ∣∣∣∣d U(θ∗i )d θ∗i
∣∣∣∣ . (4.26)
The Jacobian term can then be obtained easily from (4.22).
∣∣∣∣d U(θ∗i )d θ∗i
∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣ −1(θ∗i )2 ∣∣∣ if θi ≤ 12 ,∣∣∣ −1(θ∗i−1)2 ∣∣∣ if θi > 12 =
{
1
(θ∗i )2
if θi ≤ 12 ,
1
(θ∗i−1)2 if θi >
1
2
.
(4.27)
Note when d = 3, there is only a 0.15% chance that any proposed value will fall outside the
image of the simplex. These values, if proposed, will be automatically rejected.
4.1.3 Simulation studies
In this section, datasets are simulated from two hypothetical generative models for demon-
stration and testing. For comparative analysis, both formulations of the SPInS (joint and
componentwise) along with SALT and the adaptive Dirichlet MH sampler are utilized for
posterior sampling. The prior distribution in both these examples and for all samplers is
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assumed to be Dirichlet(1, 1, 1). The “betterness” of the samplers in the context of this
work is quantified in terms of mixing time. In other words, how quickly do the Markov
chains explore the domain and converge.
As outlined initially in Section 4.1, the Dirichlet proposal requires adaptation to be effective
for sampling. This adaptation could come in the form of a rescaling of the current value,
i.e., θ∗ ∼ Dirichlet(λθ). To ensure that all rescaled values are at least one, λ must be
chosen to be greater than the multiplicative inverse of the smallest component of θ. In
this work, λ is determined by first choosing its appropriate order of magnitude and then
finding another scalar to achieve optimal mixing rates. For example, if the current value of
θ = (0.01, 0.001, 0.1, 0.889) then λ = τ × 103. The quantity τ is heuristically determined
and can be thought of as an analogue to the scale parameter when using Gaussian proposals.
Additive Correlated Error
Let θ ∈ R3 be some unknown fixed value and noisy signals y = θ +  be observed. Here,
 ∼ MSN(ξ,Ω,α) and MSN refers to a Multivariate Skewed Normal distribution charac-
terized by its location (ξ), scale matrix (Ω), and slant (α). More information on the MSN
distribution can be found in Azzalini (2013). The MSN noise is added instead of the more
conventional Gaussian noise for two reasons; a) to show the flexibility of MH sampling and
b) under the assumption of Gaussian noise, Gibbs sampling is possible since the conditional
posterior turns out to be a truncated multivariate Gaussian distribution.
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A dataset containing 1000 observations is simulated by setting θ =
(
1
3
, 1
3
, 1
3
)
with ξ = 0,
Ω =
 6 −3 3−3 3 0
3 0 6
, and α = (1, 1, 1). For the evaluation of the likelihood function, the
parameters of the MSN distribution are considered to be known. The corresponding MSN
density can be written as p(|Ω,α) = 2φ(|Ω) Φ(αT), where φ(·) and Φ(·) represent the
pdf and cdf of a k-dimensional Gaussian distribution. All four samplers (joint SPInS, com-
ponentwise SPInS, SALT, and adaptive Dirichlet) were run multiple times to determine
appropriate scaling parameters that guarantees good mixing (acceptance rate ∼ 40%). For
the componentwise and joint SPInS samplers, d was found to be 2.5 and 3 respectively. For
the SALT sampler, h representing an inverse analog of d was determined to be 0.4. Finally,
for the adaptive Dirichlet sampler, τ was set to 10. A run of each sampler initialized at
(10−10, 10−10, 9.999999998 × 10−1), which given the geometry of the simplex and the true
value of θ is an extremely poor starting value, is presented below. The purpose of choosing
this starting value was to examine how many iterations the samplers take to converge.
Fig. 4.9 shows the posterior sample obtained from each of the samplers on the 2−simplex
projected down in two dimensions. The Dirichlet and multivariate SPInS samplers appear to
take a longer time to navigate the corner of the simplex in comparison to the componentwise
SPInS and SALT samplers. This is confirmed by observing the corresponding trace plots in
Fig. 4.10.
Multiplicative Uncorrelated Error
To add a sense of generalization to the previous example, another dataset of 1000 observations
was generated using componentwise multiplicative noise. That is, noisy signals y = θ  
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Figure 4.9: Posterior sample for additive MSN noise
(a) SPInS componentwise sampler (b) SPInS joint sampler
(c) SALT sampler (d) Adaptive Dirichlet sampler
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Figure 4.10: Trace plots for additive MSN noise
(a) SPInS componentwise sampler (b) SPInS joint sampler
(c) SALT sampler (d) Adaptive Dirichlet sampler
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such that j
iid∼ N(0, 102) are observed. Here,  represents componentwise multiplication
of two vectors. The scaling parameters for componentwise SPInS, joint SPInS, SALT, and
adaptive Dirichlet samplers were determined to be 4, 6, 0.3, and 50 respectively. The sam-
plers were initialized in the same manner as in the previous example. Figs. 4.11 and 4.12
show the posterior samples on the 2−simplex and their corresponding trace plots respec-
tively, and a similar trend in terms of speed of convergence is observed in this example as
well.
Comments on simplex sampling
The efficiency of the multivariate SPInS sampler was found to be comparable to the adaptive
Dirichlet sampler. Furthermore, the superiority of the (componentwise) SALT sampler, as
shown in the examples above and previously explored in Director et al. (2017), is shared by
the componentwise SPInS sampler. Note that the Dirichlet distribution and the underlying
logit transformation (of SALT) are natively limited to the simplex and the unit interval re-
spectively. Although the SPInS algorithm does not have any obvious canonical relationship
to the simplex, it still performs as well as other strategies that are tailored for the simplex.
This makes the outlook for SPInS, a general strategy for sampling in constrained domains,
extremely promising. To consolidate this narrative, an implementation of SPInS beyond the
simplex is explored in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
Next, it is possible to explain why the performance of the componentwise SPInS sampler
was remarkably close to that of the SALT sampler. This was chiefly because the proposal
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Figure 4.11: Posterior sample for multiplicative Gaussian noise
(a) SPInS componentwise sampler (b) SPInS joint sampler
(c) SALT sampler (d) Adaptive Dirichlet sampler
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Figure 4.12: Trace plots for multiplicative Gaussian noise
(a) SPInS componentwise sampler (b) SPInS joint sampler
(c) SALT sampler (d) Adaptive Dirichlet sampler
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densities of the two methods ended up being similar even though two completely different
transformations (inversion in a sphere vs. logit) were employed. Specifically, compare the
SPInS-Gaussian proposal density in (4.26) to the SALT-Gaussian density
qSALT (θ
∗
i |θi) =
1√
2pi h2i
exp
{−(logit(θ∗i )− logit(θi))2
2 h2i
}
1
θ∗i (1− θ∗i )
. (4.28)
There are two notable differences with the most significant being the difference in the Jaco-
bian terms: {
1
(θ∗i )2
if θi ≤ 12
1
(θ∗i−1)2 if θi >
1
2
vs.
1
θ∗i (1− θ∗i )
.
Yet, these two functions exhibit very similar behaviors on their domain (0,1). Note that they
both explode to infinity at the endpoints and are equal to 4 when θ∗i =
1
2
. The Jacobian
terms, here, reshape the Gaussian distribution to adapt to the geometry of the simplex. It
could be argued that the Jacobian for SPInS goes to infinity faster than SALT, but the
choice of the Gaussian distribution dampens the effect of that explosion near 0 and 1. This
property may be used as an advantage for some class of likelihood functions, but may require
the employment of a proposal distribution other than the Gaussian (e.g. Uniform) where the
effect of the Jacobian is more pronounced. Although interesting, this endeavor is considered
beyond the scope of the work presented here.
The second difference is in the scale parameter of the Gaussian part of the proposal density.
Since SALT maps the parameter space to the entire interval (−∞,∞), the sampler is able to
maintain the symmetric nature of the Gaussian distribution (on the image of the unit inter-
val) by selecting a single common value of the scale parameter, h. In the case of the SPInS
sampler, on the other hand, q(δ∗i |δi) and q(δi|δ∗i ) have different scale parameters (ηid and
η∗i
d
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respectively). It is important to note that this symmetry is still numerically maintained(
q(δ∗i |δi)
q(δi|δ∗i ) ≈ 1
)
when δi ≈ δ∗i , which is typically the case once the Markov Chain converges or
when a large enough value for d is chosen.
4.2 SPInS on other domains
The charm of the SPInS procedure lies in the fact that the principles detailed in Section
4.1 can be generalized to sample on other constrained parameter spaces. Two additional
implementations of the joint SPInS strategy are presented in this section. Although not
shown, it is argued that the componentwise strategy may be replicated as well. For brevity,
the SPInS procedure is not reiterated in these scenarios, but only the two points of difference
required for implementation are highlighted. The first involves obtaining the projection of
the current value onto the boundary of the region to be sampled and the second involves
obtaining an image of this region when inverted in a sphere for the purpose of finding η.
Finally, the proof to show that T is one-to-one on the domains is not repeated because it
follows from the logic presented for S− in a straightforward manner.
4.2.1 Sampling in a sector of an n-sphere
Consider the domain of the parameters to be a unit n-sphere in the nonnegative orthant of
Rn. In two dimensions, this is equivalent to a quarter unit circle in the first quadrant. In
other words, the parameter space is:
B :=
{
θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θn) ∈ Rn | θi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
n∑
i=1
θ2i ≤ 1
}
. (4.29)
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Unlike the simplex, there is no requirement of projecting B to Rn−1. Furthermore, B is made
up of the intersections of the half planes formed by planes W1,W2, . . . ,Wn as described in
Section 4.1.1 and the surface of the unit ball center at the origin, B =
{
x :
n∑
i=1
x2i = 1
}
.
An illustration of the inversion of B in R2 is presented in Figure 4.13. To find the center of
the inversion sphere, the projection of θ on to B is required. This is easily seen to be
θ
||θ|| .
Finally, to compute η, T (B) is required.
Figure 4.13: Inversion of B ⊂ R2 in a circle
Lemma 4.4. The Tα,r-image of B has center(
α1
(
1− r
2
λ
)
, ..., αn
(
1− r
2
λ
))
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and radius
r2
|λ|
where λ = α21 + · · ·+ α2n − 1.
Proof. Let δ = ||x−α||2 6= 0. T (B) = Tα,r(B) has equation(
α1 +
r2(x1 − α1)
δ
)2
+ · · ·+
(
αn +
r2(xn − αn)
δ
)2
= 1.
Multiplying by δ2 and expanding terms,
α21δ
2 + 2α1δr
2(x1 − α1) + r4(x1 − α1)2 + · · ·+ α2nδ2 + 2αnδr2(xn − αn) + r4(xn − αn)2 = δ2.
Gathering r4δ on the left hand side and dividing by δ,
α21δ + 2α1r
2(x1 − α1) + · · ·+ α2nδ + 2αnr2(xn − αn) + r4 = δ.
Letting λ = α21 + · · ·+ α2n − 1 6= 0, we get
δλ+ 2α1r
2x1 + · · ·+ 2αnr2xn = 2α21 + · · ·+ 2α2nr2 − r4.
Letting σj =
2αjr
2
λ
,
δ + σ1x1 + · · ·+ σnxn = 1
λ
(2r2(α21 + · · ·+ α2n)− r4) = τ.
x21 − 2x1
(
α1 − σ1
2
)
+
(
α1 − σ1
2
)2
+
...
x2n − 2xn
(
αn − σn
2
)
+
(
αn − σn
2
)2
= τ − (α21 + · · ·+ α2n) +
(
α1 − σ1
2
)2
+ · · ·+
(
αn − σn
2
)2
.
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The left hand side consists of perfect squares as desired and the right hand is
1
λ
(2r2(α21 + · · ·+ α2n)− r4)− α21 − · · · − α2n
+ α21 −
2α21r
2
λ
+
α21r
4
λ2
+ · · ·+ α2n −
2α2nr
2
λ
+
α2nr
4
λ2
=
α21r
4
λ2
+ · · ·+ α
2
nr
4
λ2
− r
4λ
λ2
=
r4
λ2
.
To assess SPInS on this domain, a dataset comprising 1000 observations with additive Gaus-
sian noise is generated. That is, y = θ+ is observed such that j
iid∼ N(0, 1). The true value
of θ is set to (0.4, 0.5, 0.6) and is assumed to have uniform prior over B. The performance
of the SPInS sampler is compared to a classical MH-sampler with uniform proposal on B.
Both samplers are initialized at a randomly selected point in the interior of B. A reasonable
choice of d for the SPInS sampler was determined to be 3.
Fig. 4.14 presents the posterior samples for a run of each algorithm in the positive sector
of the unit sphere. Each sampler was run for 10,000 iterations and it is easily seen that the
SPInS posterior sample is extremely dense in comparison to the uniform proposal. This dis-
crepancy of mixing rates between the two samplers is again visually emphasized in the trace
plots presented in Fig. 4.15. The key tenet behind this experiment is that when a choice of
a naturally adaptable distribution is not obvious, SPInS may be an effective alternative.
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Figure 4.14: Posterior sample in a sector of the sphere using SPInS proposal (left) and
Uniform proposal (right)
Figure 4.15: Trace plots for additive Gaussian noise in a sector of a sphere
(a) SPInS proposal (b) Uniform proposal
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4.2.2 Sampling in a hypercube
The final domain explored for sampling in this work is a hypercube with one vertex at the
origin and edge length a > 0. That is, sampling needs to be performed in the following set:
H := {θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θn) ∈ Rn | a ≥ θi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n} . (4.30)
Just like on B, SPInS sampling can be performed natively on H. Note that H is just the
intersection of the half-spaces defined by the planes W1,W2, . . . ,Wn and their translations
represented by xj = a. Therefore, the projections follow trivially (θj = a), and by using the
result in (4.8) it can easily be seen that
center(T ({xj = a})) =
(
α1, ..., αj − r
2
2(αj − a) , ..., αn
)
, (4.31)
radius(T ({xj = a})) = r
2
2|αj − a| , (4.32)
where α is the center and r is the radius of the inversion sphere. An illustration of the
inversion of H ⊂ R2 is shown in Figure 4.16
For demonstration, a 10-dimensional hypercube of edge length 3 is chosen as the region of
interest. A dataset with 1000 observations is generated with additive standard Gaussian
noise (N(0, 1)) with θ = 2 · 1, where 1 is a vector with every entry equal to 1. The prior
of θ is assumed to be uniform distribution in H. The SPInS sampler is compared to a
multivariate uniform sampler and a componentwise uniform sampler. In the multivariate
uniform sampler, a new value for each component is proposed using Unif(0, 3) and then
either accepted or rejected. For the componentwise sampler, a new value is proposed for
only a single component using Unif(0, 3) and then accepted or rejected. All three samplers
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Figure 4.16: Inversion of H ⊂ R2 in a circle
are initialized at the point 1. The d parameter is chosen to be 30. Fig. 4.17 presents the
trace plots for the three samplers and it is evident that SPInS significantly outperforms both
Uniform samplers.
4.3 Conclusion and future work
A novel scheme using inversion spheres that attempts to make constrained parameter spaces
amenable to sampling is proposed in this work. The method was illustrated on the stan-
dard simplex by using a componentwise and joint MH-update strategy, and found to be
competitive with the state of the art strategies. The appeal of the method relies on its gen-
eralizability to other constrained parameter spaces. Therefore, the method was exemplified
in a sector of an n-sphere and within a hypercube. In all these experiments, a single choice
of a scaling parameter was chosen for the proposal distribution. An integrated framework
that utilizes pilot tuning for achieving faster convergence can be explored in the future. In
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Figure 4.17: Trace plots for additive Gaussian noise in 10-dimensional cube
(a) SPInS (b) Uniform proposal joint update
(c) Uniform proposal componentwise update
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addition, information during sampling may be used to get empirical estimates of the covari-
ance matrix in the case of the multivariate sampler. Although there is plenty of literature on
these aspects for MCMC methods in general, the fact that a new image of the constrained
parameter space is created at every iteration poses a challenge.
Possibly the most attractive quality of the proposed work is the ability to handle varied
constraints. Naturally, the efficacy of the method is related to obtaining a tractable image
of the region of interest. Inversion in a sphere is relatively straightforward when inverting
planes and spheres, but may be tedious otherwise. It would also be worth exploring the chal-
lenges of concave domains and test the performance of this method. Therefore, a thorough
investigation on the limitations of SPInS may be worth undertaking.
An R-package was developed for the SPInS algorithm and details of the implementation
are presented in Appendix B. The package includes the simulated datasets for the examples
presented in this work.
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APPENDIX A: BaSS code
R-code
Below is an R-script for running BaSS for BSM using observed dMRI signals
########## Read in libraries/dependencies #####################
library(oro.nifti) #Used when real data need to be read in
library(Directional) #Used to generate von Mises samples
library(SPInS)
########## Read data #####################################
bvals = scan("bval.txt")
bvecs = scan("bvec.txt")
bvecs = matrix(bvecs, ncol=3)
voxel = readNIfTI("DTI_ROI.nii",reorient=F)
########## Define Run parameters ################################
n.sig = nrow(bvecs)
num.models = 8 #k_max
########## hyperparamters for proposal distirbutions
#############################
a.d = 1 #shape parameter for diffusivity constant
b.d = 1E-3 #rate(1/scale) parameter for diffusivity constant
a.sig = 1 #shape parameter for sigma2 (noise)
b.sig = 0.001 #scale parameter for sigma2 (noise)
tolerance = 30/180*pi #in gradients
########## Proposal sds for MH ################
kap.th = 25 #von Mises for theta
kap.ph = 25 #von Mises ofr phi
sig.S0 = voxel[1]/20 #sd for S0
sig.d = 1E-4 # sd for d
########## Jump Proposal distribution ################
p.jump.mat = matrix(rep(0,num.models^2),nrow=num.models,byrow=T)
p.jump.mat[1,2] = 1
for (k in 2:(num.models-1)){p.jump.mat[k,seq((k-1),(k+1),2)]=c(1/2,1/2)}
p.jump.mat[num.models,num.models-1] = 1
########## Function definitions ################################
## eigen deomposition for "simplified" tenosr matrix as used in BSM
RARt = function(pars){
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th = pars[1]
ph = pars[2]
matrix(c(sin(th)^2*cos(ph)^2, sin(th)^2*cos(ph)*sin(ph), sin(th)*cos(th)*cos(ph
),sin(th)^2*cos(ph)*sin(ph), sin(th)^2*sin(ph)^2, sin(th)*cos(th)*sin(ph),
cos(th)*sin(th)*cos(ph), sin(th)*cos(th)*sin(ph), cos(th)^2), ncol=3, byrow=
T)
}
# Function to predict the dMRI signals
#params1 = vol fracs , params2 = thetas, params3 = phis, params4 = S0,d,sig2
signal.pred = function(num.fib,params1=NULL,params2=NULL,params3=NULL,params4,b,r
){
if(num.fib==0){return(params4[1]*exp(-b*params4[2]))}
else{
temp.s = rep(NA,num.fib+1)
temp.s[1] = exp(-b*params4[2])
for(comp in 2:(num.fib+1)){temp.s[comp] = exp(-b*params4[2]*t(r)%*%
RARt(c(params2[comp-1],params3[comp-1]))%*%r)}
params4[1]*sum(params1*temp.s)
}
}
# Log likelihood for corresponding to Gaussian Noise
log.likelihood = function(params1=NULL,params2=NULL,params3=NULL,params4){
signal.est = rep(NA,n.sig)
for (i in 1:n.sig){signal.est[i] = signal.pred(length(params2),params1,
params2,params3,params4,bvals[i],bvecs[i,])}
return(-sum((voxel-signal.est)^2)/2/params4[3])
}
########################### Functions for finding adjusted angular distance
#######################
angle = function(a,b){
ang = acos( sin(a[1])*cos(a[2])*sin(b[1])*cos(b[2]) + sin(a[1])*sin(a[2])*
sin(b[1])*sin(b[2]) + cos(a[1])*cos(b[1]))
return(min(ang,pi-ang))
}
pairwise.angles = function(n,x,y){
return(apply(cbind(x[-n],y[-n]),1,b=c(x[n],y[n]),angle))
}
## Function to find observed mode of a categorical variable
Mode <- function(x){
ux <- unique(x)
ux[which.max(tabulate(match(x, ux)))]
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}########## Initialize parameters ########################################
nit = 1000 #number of iterations to run
current = 1 #number of fibers in the model
f.props.list = list(); for (k in 2:num.models){f.props.list[[k-1]]=rep(NA,k)} #
list to hold vol fracs
f.props.list[[1]] = rep(0.5,2) # vol fracs for a two compartment model
theta.list =list(); for (k in 2:num.models){theta.list[[k-1]]=rep(NA,k-1)} # list
to hold thetas
theta.list[[1]] = runif(1,0,pi) # Initialize theta for a two compartment model
phi.list =list(); for (k in 2:num.models){phi.list[[k-1]]=rep(NA,k-1)} # list to
hold phis
phi.list[[1]] = runif(1,0,pi) #initialize phi for a two comparmtent model
aux.params = c(mean(voxel[1]),1E-3,voxel[1]/10) #initialize S0, d, sigma^2
###################### Find MLE for sig.2 using the above initialized values
#####################################
signal.est = rep(NA,length(voxel))
for (i in 1:length(voxel)){signal.est[i] = signal.pred(num.fib=current,params1=f.
props.list[[current]],params2=theta.list[[current]],params3=phi.list[[current
]],params4=aux.params,b=bvals[i],r=bvecs[i,])}
aux.params[3] = sum((voxel-signal.est)^2)/length(voxel)
########## Objects for storing parameter values ##########################
model = NULL
model[1] = current
S0 = NULL
sig2 = NULL
d = NULL
t = matrix(rep(NA,(num.models-1)*(nit+1)),ncol=num.models-1)
p = matrix(rep(NA,(num.models-1)*(nit+1)),ncol=num.models-1)
f = matrix(rep(NA,(num.models)*(nit+1)),ncol=num.models)
############ store initialized parameters #################################
S0[1] = aux.params[1]
sig2[1] = aux.params[3]
d[1] = aux.params[2]
for(qw in 1:current){
t[1,qw] = theta.list[[current]][qw]
p[1,qw] = phi.list[[current]][qw]
f[1,qw] = f.props.list[[current]][qw]
}
f[1,current+1] = f.props.list[[current]][current+1]
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############## Initialize sampling #########################################
for(it in 1:nit){
#### UPDATE S0 ##########################################
aux.params.new = aux.params
aux.params.new[1] = rnorm(1,aux.params[1], sig.S0)
if(current == 0){
log.likelihood.old = log.likelihood(params4 = aux.params)
log.likelihood.new = log.likelihood(params4 = aux.params.new
)}else{
log.likelihood.old = log.likelihood(params1=f.props.list[[
current]] , params2= theta.list[[current]], params3= phi
.list[[current]],params4 = aux.params)
log.likelihood.new = log.likelihood(params1=f.props.list[[
current]] , params2= theta.list[[current]], params3=phi.
list[[current]] ,params4 = aux.params.new)
}
log.MH.ratio = log.likelihood.new-log.likelihood.old
if(log.MH.ratio<0){if(runif(1,0,1)<exp(log.MH.ratio)){aux.params[1]=aux.
params.new[1]}}else{aux.params[1] = aux.params.new[1]}
#### UPDATE d ##########################################
aux.params.new = aux.params
aux.params.new[2] = rnorm(1,aux.params[2], sig.d)
while(aux.params.new[2]<0){aux.params.new[2] = rnorm(1,aux.params[2], sig.
d)}
#aux.params.new[2] = runif(1,5E-4,2E-3)
if(current == 0){
log.likelihood.old = log.likelihood(params4 = aux.params)
log.likelihood.new = log.likelihood(params4 = aux.params.new
)}else{
log.likelihood.old = log.likelihood(params1=f.props.list[[
current]] , params2= theta.list[[current]], params3= phi
.list[[current]],params4 = aux.params)
log.likelihood.new = log.likelihood(params1=f.props.list[[
current]] , params2= theta.list[[current]], params3=phi.
list[[current]] ,params4 = aux.params.new)
}
log.MH.ratio = log.likelihood.new-log.likelihood.old+(a.d-1)*log(aux.
params.new[2])-b.d*aux.params.new[2]-(a.d-1)*log(aux.params[2])+b.d*aux
.params[2]
if(log.MH.ratio<0){if(runif(1,0,1)<exp(log.MH.ratio)){aux.params[2]=aux.
params.new[2]}}else{aux.params[2] = aux.params.new[2]}
#Update remaining parameters only if k>=1
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if(current!=0){
#### UPDATE Thetas ###########################################
for(comp in 1:current){
theta.new = rvonmises(1,2*theta.list[[current]][comp],kap.th)/2
theta.new.vec = theta.list[[current]]
theta.new.vec[comp] = theta.new
pair.dist = NA
if(current>1){pair.dist = min(pairwise.angles(comp,theta.new.vec,
phi.list[[current]]))>tolerance}else{pair.dist=T} #######
DISTANCE CHECKS
if(pair.dist){
log.likelihood.new = log.likelihood(params1=f.props.list[[
current]] , params2= theta.new.vec, params3= phi.list
[[current]],params4 = aux.params)
log.likelihood.old = log.likelihood(params1=f.props.list[[
current]] , params2= theta.list[[current]], params3=
phi.list[[current]] ,params4 = aux.params)
log.MH.ratio = log.likelihood.new-log.likelihood.old-log(sin
(theta.list[[current]][comp]))+log(sin(theta.new))
if(log.MH.ratio<0){if(runif(1,0,1)<exp(log.MH.ratio)){theta.
list[[current]][comp]=theta.new}}else{theta.list[[
current]][comp]=theta.new}
}
}
#### UPDATE phis #############################################
for(comp in 1:current){
phi.new = rvonmises(1,2*phi.list[[current]][comp],kap.ph)/2
phi.new.vec = phi.list[[current]]
phi.new.vec[comp] = phi.new
pair.dist = NA
if(current>1){pair.dist = min(pairwise.angles(comp,theta.list[[
current]],phi.new.vec))>tolerance}else{pair.dist=T} #######
DISTANCE CHECKS
if(pair.dist){
log.likelihood.new = log.likelihood(params1=f.props.list[[
current]] , params2= theta.list[[current]], params3=
phi.new.vec,params4 = aux.params)
log.likelihood.old = log.likelihood(params1=f.props.list[[
current]] , params2= theta.list[[current]], params3=
phi.list[[current]] ,params4 = aux.params)
log.MH.ratio = log.likelihood.new-log.likelihood.old
if(log.MH.ratio<0){if(runif(1,0,1)<exp(log.MH.ratio)){phi.
list[[current]][comp]=phi.new}}else{phi.list[[current
]][comp]=phi.new}
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}}
########## UPDATE fs using SPInS #################
run = SPInS.run(nit=1, initial = f.props.list[[current]], prop.multiplier
= 2, logpost=function(x){log.likelihood(params1 = x, params2 = theta.
list[[current]], params3 = phi.list[[current]], params4 = aux.params)})
f.props.list[[current]] = run$samples[2,]
}
#### UPDATE sig2 #############################################
signal.est = rep(NA,length(voxel))
if(current==0){
for (i in 1:length(voxel)){signal.est[i] = signal.pred(0,params4=aux.params,b=
bvals[i],r=bvecs[i,])}
}else{
for (i in 1:length(voxel)){signal.est[i] = signal.pred(num.fib=current,params1=
f.props.list[[current]],params2=theta.list[[current]],params3=phi.list[[
current]],params4=aux.params,b=bvals[i],r=bvecs[i,])}
}
aux.params[3] = 1/rgamma(1,a.sig+n.sig/2,b.sig+1/2*sum((voxel-signal.est)^2))
#### UPDATE model ############################################
new = sample(seq(0,num.models-1,1),1,prob=p.jump.mat[current+1,])
##GENERATE/CALCULATE EXTRA (DIMENSION EQUALIZING) PARAMETERS THEN EVALUATE
DENSITY
q.u = NULL
if(new > current && current!=0){
f.props.new = f.props.list[[current]]
theta.new = theta.list[[current]]
phi.new = phi.list[[current]]
extra.prop = rbeta(1,1,current+1)
f.props.new = f.props.new*(1-extra.prop)
f.props.new = append(f.props.new, extra.prop)
theta.extra = runif(1,0,1)
theta.extra = acos(1-2*theta.extra)
theta.new = append(theta.new,theta.extra)
phi.extra = runif(1,0,pi)
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phi.new = append(phi.new,phi.extra)
q.u = (current+1)/(new+1)
}else if(current > new){
f.props.new = f.props.list[[current]]
theta.new = theta.list[[current]]
phi.new = phi.list[[current]]
fib.death = sample(2:current,1)
extra.prop = f.props.new[-(fib.death+1)]
f.props.new = f.props.new[-(fib.death+1)]/sum(f.props.new[-(fib.death+1)])
theta.extra = theta.new[fib.death]
theta.new = theta.new[-fib.death]
phi.extra = phi.new[fib.death]
phi.new = phi.new[-fib.death]
q.u = (new+1)/(current +1)
}else if(current==0 && new ==1) {
f.props.new = runif(1,0,1)
f.props.new = append(f.props.new,1-f.props.new)
theta.new = runif(1,0,1)
theta.new = acos(1-2*theta.new)
#phi.new = runif(1,0,2*pi)
phi.new = runif(1,0,pi)
q.u = 1
}
########################
#q.dens[it] = q.u
p.dists=NA
evaluate = F
if(new>1 && new > current ){p.dists = min(pairwise.angles(new,theta.new,phi.new))
> tolerance} else{p.dists = T}
if(p.dists){
if(new > current){
if(current ==0){log.lik.current = log.likelihood(params4 = aux.
params)}else{log.lik.current = log.likelihood(params1 = f.props
.list[[current]],params2 = theta.list[[current]],params3 = phi.
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list[[current]],params4 = aux.params)}
log.jump.prob = log.likelihood(params1 = f.props.new,params2 = theta.new
,params3 = phi.new,params4 = aux.params)-log(p.jump.mat[current+1,new
+1])-log.lik.current+log(p.jump.mat[new+1,current+1])+log(q.u)
evaluate = T
}else if(current > new){
if(new ==0){log.lik.new = log.likelihood(params4 = aux.params)}else{log.lik.
new = log.likelihood(params1=f.props.new,params2=theta.new,params3=phi.new
,params4=aux.params)}
log.jump.prob = log.likelihood(params1 = f.props.list[[current]],params2 =
theta.list[[current]],params3 =phi.list[[current]],params4=aux.params)-log
(p.jump.mat[new+1,current+1])-log.lik.new+log(p.jump.mat[current+1,new+1])
+log(q.u)
log.jump.prob = -log.jump.prob
evaluate = T
}
if(evaluate){
if(log.jump.prob<0){
if(runif(1,0,1)<exp(log.jump.prob)){
if(new!=0){
f.props.list[[new]] = f.props.new
theta.list[[new]] = theta.new
phi.list[[new]] = phi.new}
current = new
}
}else{
if(new!=0){
f.props.list[[new]] = f.props.new
theta.list[[new]] = theta.new
phi.list[[new]] = phi.new}
current = new
}
}
}
model[it+1] = current
S0[it+1] = aux.params[1]
d[it+1] = aux.params[2]
sig2[it+1] = aux.params[3]
if(current > 0){
for(comp in 1:current){
t[it+1,comp] = theta.list[[current]][comp]
p[it+1,comp] = phi.list[[current]][comp]
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f[it+1,comp] = f.props.list[[current]][comp]
}
f[it+1,comp+1] = f.props.list[[current]][comp+1]
}
}
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APPENDIX B: SPInS Code
Below is a script that guides on how to replicate the examples provided in this document using
the SPInS package. In addition, all function definitions used in the package are provided.
Test Script
############################## Install package from source. Please add the path
of the package directory if it is not the working directory
##############################
install.packages("SPInS",repos=NULL,type="source")
# install.packages("Path_package/SPInS",repos=NULL,type="source")
### This is a dependency that is required for multivariate SPInS sampler
install.packages("mvtnorm")
### This package is required to run Example 1: Additive Multivariate Skew Normal
Noise on the standard simplex
install.packages("sn")
### Optional package to obtain plots in 3D sphere plots -- Requires X11
installation separately
#install.packages("rgl)
############################## Load the library ##############################
library(SPInS)
############################## View available data ##############################
data(package=’SPInS’)
############################## Specify number of iterations to run
##############################
nit = 10000
############################## Specify an initial guess
##############################
temp = rgamma(3,1,1)
temp = temp/sum(temp)
############################## Example 1: Additive Multivariate Skew Normal Noise
on the standard simplex ##############################
library(sn)
xi = rep(0,3)
omega = matrix(c(6, -3, 3, -3, 3, 0, 3, 0, 6),ncol=3)
alpha = rep(1,3)
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log.post = function(th){return(sum(dmsn(sample_data1,th,omega,alpha,log=T)))}
########## Run the componentwise SPInS Sampler
run = SPInS.run(nit=nit, initial = temp, prop.multiplier = 2.5, logpost=log.post)
s = sin(2 * pi/6)
plot(run$samples[, 2] + run$samples[, 3]/2, run$samples[, 3] * s,type = "p", pch
= 20,pty=’s’,cex=0.4,col="blue",xlim = c(0, 1), ylim = c(0, s),xlab = "",ylab
= "",axes=F)
segments(c(0, 1, 0.5), c(0, 0, 1) * s, c(1, 0.5, 0), c(0, 1, 0) * s)
## This plot command has been adapted fromthe TriPlot command of SALTSampler
package (Director et al., 2017)
######### Run the joint SPInS Sampler
run2 = mSPInS.run(nit=nit, initial = temp, prop.multiplier = 3, logpost=log.post,
domain="simplex")
s = sin(2 * pi/6)
plot(run$samples[, 2] + run$samples[, 3]/2, run$samples[, 3] * s,type = "p", pch
= 20,pty=’s’,cex=0.4,col="blue",xlim = c(0, 1), ylim = c(0, s),xlab = "",ylab
= "",axes=F)
segments(c(0, 1, 0.5), c(0, 0, 1) * s, c(1, 0.5, 0), c(0, 1, 0) * s)
############################## End Example ##############################
############################## Example 2: Multiplicative Normal Noise on the
standard simplex ##############################
mu = 3
sdev = 10
log.post.multnorm = function(th){
central.scale.data = (t(sample_data2) - (mu*th))/(sdev*th)
return(sum(dnorm(central.scale.data,0,1,log=T)))
}
########## Run the componentwise SPInS Sampler
run.multnorm = SPInS.run(nit=nit, initial = temp, prop.multiplier = 4, logpost=
log.post.multnorm)
s = sin(2 * pi/6)
plot(run.multnorm$samples[, 2] + run.multnorm$samples[, 3]/2, run.multnorm$
samples[, 3] * s,type = "p", pch = 20,pty=’s’,cex=0.4,col="blue",xlim = c(0,
1), ylim = c(0, s),xlab = "",ylab = "",axes=F)
segments(c(0, 1, 0.5), c(0, 0, 1) * s, c(1, 0.5, 0), c(0, 1, 0) * s)
########## Run the joint SPInS Sampler
run2.multnorm = mSPInS.run(nit=nit, initial = temp, prop.multiplier = 6, logpost=
log.post.multnorm, domain="simplex")
s = sin(2 * pi/6)
plot(run2.multnorm$samples[, 2] + run2.multnorm$samples[, 3]/2, run2.multnorm$
samples[, 3] * s,type = "p", pch = 20,pty=’s’,cex=0.4,col="blue",xlim = c(0,
1), ylim = c(0, s),xlab = "",ylab = "",axes=F)
segments(c(0, 1, 0.5), c(0, 0, 1) * s, c(1, 0.5, 0), c(0, 1, 0) * s)
############################## End Example ##############################
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############################## Example 3: Additive Normal Noise wtihin a sector a
sector of an n-sphere (positive orthant) ##############################
st.dev = 1
log.post.normal.sph = function(th){central.data = t(sample_data3)-th;return(sum(
dnorm(central.data,mean=0,sd=st.dev,log=T)))}
########## Run the joint SPInS Sampler
run2.sphsec = mSPInS.run(nit = 10000, initial = temp, prop.multiplier = 3,
logpost = log.post.normal.sph, domain = "nSphereSec")
plot.ts(run2.sphsec$samples,main="") #time series plot of samples
### Optional Plots
# library(rgl)
# open3d()
# spheres3d(0,0,0,radius = 1,color="white",alpha=0.1,xlim=c(-1,1))
# points3d(run2.sphsec$samples,col="blue")
############################## End Example ##############################
############################## Example 4: Additive Normal Noise wtihin hypercubes
##############################
st.dev = 1
log.post.cube = function(th){central.data = sum(apply((t(apply(sample_data4,1,
function(x) x-th)))^2,1,sum));return(-central.data/2/st.dev^2)}
########## Run the joint SPInS Sampler
guess= rep(1,ncol(sample_data4)) ##initial guess
run2.cube = mSPInS.run(nit = 10000, initial = guess, prop.multiplier = 30,
logpost=log.post.cube,domain="hypercube",a=3)
plot.ts(run2.cube$samples,main="")
############################## End Example ##############################
Function definitions
#’ These are auxiliary functions required for the package
#’ @export
## Proposal density for mvnorm
m.prop.dens = function(x, mean, sig){
return(dmvnorm(x,mean=mean,sigma=sig,log=T))
}
## Create a matrix with
rep.row<-function(x,n){
matrix(rep(x,each=n),nrow=n)
}
## Jacobian
#jac.det = function(r,x,y){r^(2*length(x))/(sum((x-y)^2))^(length(x))}
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log.jac.det = function(r,x,y){length(x)*(2*log(r) - log(sum((x-y)^2)))}
#’ Function to return the largest interval in the T-image of the interval (0,1)
where a new point can be proposed.
#’ @param x is a value between 0 and 1
ball.max = function(x){
return(ifelse(x<0.5,T.sph(x)-1,abs(T.sph(x))))
}
#’ Finds the largest ball that fits within the T-image of the hypercube
#’ @param x is a vector containing postive values in the hypercube
#’ @param x0 is the center of the inversion sphere
#’ @param r is the radius of the inversion sphere
#’ @param Tx is the image of the point after applying the spherical inversion
#’ @export
eta.cube = function(x, x0, r, Tx, a ){
dimn = length(x)
alpha.mat = rep.row(x0, dimn)
center.T.W1 = alpha.mat - diag(r^2/2/x0,dimn)
center.T.W2 = alpha.mat - diag(r^2/2/(x0-a),dimn)
center.T.W = rbind(center.T.W1,center.T.W2)
radius.T.W = c(r^2/2/abs(x0),r^2/2/abs(x0-a))
Tx.minus.T.W.center = sqrt(apply(sweep(center.T.W,2,Tx)^2,1,sum))
eta.vec = Tx.minus.T.W.center - radius.T.W
return(min(eta.vec,na.rm=T))
}
#’ Finds the largest ball that fits within the T-image of the multidimentional
simplex projection
#’ @param x is a (k-1) dimensional vector containing postive values that sum to
less than 1
#’ @param x0 is the center of the inversion sphere
#’ @param r is the radius of the inversion sphere
#’ @param Tx is the image of the point x after applying the spherical inversion
#’ @export
eta = function(x, x0, r, Tx ){
dimn = length(x)
alpha.mat = rep.row(x0, dimn)
center.T.W = alpha.mat - diag(r^2/2/x0,dimn)
radius.T.W = r^2/2/abs(x0)
rho = r^2/(2*(1-sum(x0)))
center.T.W.last = x0 - rho
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radius.T.W.last = sqrt(dimn)*abs(rho)
center.T.W = rbind(center.T.W,t(center.T.W.last))
radius.T.W = c(radius.T.W,radius.T.W.last)
Tx.minus.T.W.center = sqrt(apply(sweep(center.T.W,2,Tx)^2,1,sum))
eta.vec = Tx.minus.T.W.center - radius.T.W
return(min(eta.vec,na.rm=T))
}
#’ Finds the largest ball that fits within the T-image of the sector of the n-
sphere
#’ @param x is the current value
#’ @param x0 is the center of the inversion sphere
#’ @param r is the radius of the inversion sphere
#’ @param Tx is the image of the current value after applying the spherical
inversion
#’ @export
etaSphereSec = function(x, x0, r, Tx){
dimn = length(x)
alpha.mat = rep.row(x0, dimn)
center.T.W = alpha.mat - diag(r^2/2/x0,dimn)
radius.T.W = r^2/2/abs(x0)
lambda = sum(x0^2)-1
center.T.W.last = x0*(1-r^2/lambda)
radius.T.W.last = r^2/abs(lambda)
center.T.W = rbind(center.T.W,t(center.T.W.last))
radius.T.W = c(radius.T.W,radius.T.W.last)
#comp = ifelse(sum(x0 != 0)==dimn, dimn+1 , which(x0 != 0))
if(sum(x0 != 0)==dimn){
comp = dimn+1
center.T.W = center.T.W[-comp,]
radius.T.W = radius.T.W[-comp]}
Tx.minus.T.W.center = sqrt(apply(sweep(center.T.W,2,Tx)^2,1,sum))
eta.vec = Tx.minus.T.W.center - radius.T.W
return(min(eta.vec,na.rm=T))
}
#’ Performs Multivariate SPInS sampling on simplex, hypercube, or sector (in the
nonnegative orthant) of unit n-Sphere
#’ @param nit Number of iterations to run
#’ @param initial Guess for intial value
#’ @param prop.multiplier Defined to scale the proposal density within the T-
image of the domain
#’ @param logpost Function defining the log of posterior density up to a known
constant of multiplication
#’ @param domain Pick a predefined domain: simplex, hypercube, nSphereSec
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#’ @param a This is the edge length of the cube. If undefined a = 1 is assumed
#’ @return Posterior samples matrix, acceptance rate, and runtime
#’ @import mvtnorm
#’ @export
mSPInS.run = function(nit,initial,prop.multiplier,logpost,domain,a=1){
if(!require(mvtnorm)){"mvtnorm not installed"}
if (!exists("domain")) {stop("Parameter domain not defined")}
if (sum(domain == c("simplex","hypercube","nSphereSec"))!=1){stop("Invalid 
domain: please enter a choice from the predefined list")}
start.time = proc.time()
if(domain == "simplex"){
dims = length(initial)
proj.dim = dims-1
accept = 0
theta = matrix(,nit+1, dims)
theta[1,] = initial
radius = sqrt(2)
temp = initial
for(it in 1:nit){
rem.comp = sample(1:dims, 1)
old.val = temp[-rem.comp]
c = sph.inv.center(old.val)
T.old.val = sph.inv(old.val, c , radius)
eta.it = eta(old.val, c, radius, T.old.val)
eta.mat = diag((eta.it/prop.multiplier)^2,proj.dim)
U.new.val = as.vector(rmvnorm(1, mean = T.old.val, sigma = eta.mat))
new.val = sph.inv(U.new.val, c, radius)
if(min(new.val)>0 && sum(new.val)<1){
c.rev = sph.inv.center(new.val)
T.new.val = sph.inv(new.val, c.rev, radius)
eta.it.rev = eta(new.val, c.rev, radius, T.new.val)
eta.mat.rev = diag((eta.it.rev/prop.multiplier)^2,proj.dim)
U.old.val = sph.inv(old.val,c.rev,radius)
new.temp = rep(NA,dims)
new.temp[-rem.comp] = new.val
new.temp[rem.comp] = 1- sum(new.val)
log.r.MH = logpost(new.temp) - logpost(temp) + m.prop.dens(x = U.old.val,
mean = T.new.val, sig = eta.mat.rev) + log.jac.det(radius, c.rev, old.
val) - m.prop.dens(x = U.new.val, mean = T.old.val, sig = eta.mat) - log
.jac.det(radius, c, new.val)
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if(log.r.MH<0){if(runif(1,0,1)<exp(log.r.MH)){temp = new.temp;accept=accept
+1}}else{temp = new.temp;accept=accept+1}
}
theta[it+1, ] = temp
}
} else if(domain == "nSphereSec"){
dims = length(initial)
accept = 0
theta = matrix(,nit+1, dims)
theta[1,] = initial
radius = sqrt(2)
temp = initial
for(it in 1:nit){
old.val = temp
c = sph.inv.center.sph.sec(old.val)
T.old.val = sph.inv(old.val, c , radius)
eta.it = etaSphereSec(old.val, c, radius, T.old.val)
eta.mat = diag((eta.it/prop.multiplier)^2,dims)
U.new.val = as.vector(rmvnorm(1, mean = T.old.val, sigma = eta.mat))
new.val = sph.inv(U.new.val, c, radius)
if(min(new.val)>0 && sum(new.val^2)<1){
c.rev = sph.inv.center.sph.sec(new.val)
T.new.val = sph.inv(new.val, c.rev, radius)
eta.it.rev = etaSphereSec(new.val, c.rev, radius, T.new.val)
eta.mat.rev = diag((eta.it.rev/prop.multiplier)^2,dims)
U.old.val = sph.inv(old.val,c.rev,radius)
log.r.MH = logpost(new.val) - logpost(old.val) + m.prop.dens(x = U.old.val
, mean = T.new.val, sig = eta.mat.rev) + log.jac.det(radius, c.rev, old
.val) - m.prop.dens(x = U.new.val, mean = T.old.val, sig = eta.mat) -
log.jac.det(radius, c, new.val)
if(log.r.MH<0){if(runif(1,0,1)<exp(log.r.MH)){temp = new.val;accept=accept
+1}}else{temp = new.val;accept=accept+1}
}
theta[it+1, ] = temp}
} else if(domain == "hypercube"){
dims = length(initial)
accept = 0
theta = matrix(,nit+1, dims)
theta[1,] = initial
radius = sqrt(2)*a
temp = initial
for(it in 1:nit){
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old.val = temp
c = sph.inv.center.cube(old.val,a)
T.old.val = sph.inv(old.val, c , radius)
eta.it = eta.cube(old.val, c, radius, T.old.val,a)
eta.mat = diag((eta.it/prop.multiplier)^2,dims)
U.new.val = as.vector(rmvnorm(1, mean = T.old.val, sigma = eta.mat))
new.val = sph.inv(U.new.val, c, radius)
if(min(new.val)>0 && max(new.val)<a){
c.rev = sph.inv.center.cube(new.val,a)
T.new.val = sph.inv(new.val, c.rev, radius)
eta.it.rev = eta.cube(new.val, c.rev, radius, T.new.val,a)
eta.mat.rev = diag((eta.it.rev/prop.multiplier)^2,dims)
U.old.val = sph.inv(old.val,c.rev,radius)
log.r.MH = logpost(new.val) - logpost(old.val) + m.prop.dens(x = U.old.val
, mean = T.new.val, sig = eta.mat.rev) + log.jac.det(radius, c.rev, old
.val) - m.prop.dens(x = U.new.val, mean = T.old.val, sig = eta.mat) -
log.jac.det(radius, c, new.val)
if(log.r.MH<0){if(runif(1,0,1)<exp(log.r.MH)){temp = new.val;accept=accept
+1}}else{temp = new.val;accept=accept+1}
}
theta[it+1, ] = temp}
}
end.time = proc.time()
return(list(runtime = end.time - start.time, samples = theta, accept = accept))
}
#’ Returns the density of proposal distribution on log scale
#’ @param old is current point
#’ @param new is the sampled point
#’ @return numeric value
#’ @export
prop.dens = function(old,new,prop.multiplier){
dnorm(U.sph(old,new),T.sph(old),ball.max(old)/prop.multiplier,log=T)
}
#’ Returns center for the inversion sphere for the current (multidimensional)
value in the cube
#’ @param x is k dimensional vector containing postive values within the
hypercube
#’ @param a is the edge length of hypercube
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#’ @export
sph.inv.center.cube = function(x,a){
dimn = length(x)
edge.pts = rep.row(x,dimn)
diag(edge.pts) = 0
last = edge.pts
diag(last) = a
edge.pts = rbind(edge.pts,last)
edge.dist = apply(sweep(edge.pts,2,x)^2,1,sum)
return(edge.pts[which.min(edge.dist),])
}
#’ Returns center for the inversion sphere for the current (multidimensional)
value
#’ @param x is (k-1) dimensional vector containing postive values that sum to
less than 1
#’ @export
sph.inv.center = function(x){
dimn = length(x)
edge.pts = rep.row(x,dimn)
diag(edge.pts) = 0
last = ((diag(dimn,dimn)- matrix(1,dimn,dimn))%*%x +rep(1,dimn))/dimn
edge.pts = rbind(edge.pts,t(last))
edge.dist = apply(sweep(edge.pts,2,x)^2,1,sum)
return(edge.pts[which.min(edge.dist),])
}
#’ Returns center for the inversion sphere for the current (multidimensional)
value in the sector of the sphere
#’ @param x is the current value
#’ @export
sph.inv.center.sph.sec = function(x){
edge.pts = diag(x)
last = x/sqrt(sum(x^2))
edge.pts = rbind(edge.pts,t(last))
edge.dist = apply(sweep(edge.pts,2,x)^2,1,sum)
return(edge.pts[which.min(edge.dist),])
}
#’ Performs the inversion in a sphere of specified center and radius for a
multidimensional value
#’ @param x is the current value
#’ @param x0 is the center of the inversion sphere
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#’ @param r is the radius of the inversion sphere
#’ @export
sph.inv = function(x, x0, r){
return(x0+ r^2*(x-x0)/sum((x-x0)^2))
}
#’ Performs componentwise SPInS sampling on the simplex
#’ @param nit Number of iterations to run
#’ @param initial Guess for intial value
#’ @param prop.multiplier Defined to appropriately scale the proposal density
#’ @param logpost Function defining the log of posterior density up to a constant
of multiplication
#’ @return Posterior samples matrix, acceptance rate, and runtime
#’ @export
SPInS.run = function(nit, initial, prop.multiplier, logpost){
start.time = Sys.time()
comps = length(initial)
accept = rep(0,comps)
theta = initial
run.vals = matrix(,nit+1,comps)
run.vals[1,] = theta
for(it in 1:nit){
for(comp in 1:comps){
old.val = theta[comp]
new.val = U.sph(old.val,rnorm(1,T.sph(old.val),ball.max(old.val)/prop.
multiplier))
if(new.val>0 && new.val<1){
theta.new = theta
theta.new[-comp] = theta[-comp]/sum(theta[-comp])*(1-new.val)
theta.new[comp] = new.val
log.MH.ratio = logpost(theta.new)-prop.dens(old.val,new.val,prop.
multiplier)-log(U.prime.sph(old.val,new.val))-logpost(theta)+prop.dens(
new.val,old.val,prop.multiplier)+log(U.prime.sph(new.val,old.val))
if(log.MH.ratio<0){if(runif(1,0,1)<exp(log.MH.ratio)){theta = theta.new;
accept[comp]=accept[comp]+1}} else{theta = theta.new;accept[comp]=
accept[comp]+1}
}
}
run.vals[it+1,] = theta
}
end.time = Sys.time()
return(list(runtime = end.time-start.time, samples = run.vals, accept = accept)
)
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}#’ Function to obtain the image under spherical inversion of a given point on the
unit interval.
#’ The center of the inverting sphere is the closest point in \{0,1\} with a
radius of 1.
#’ @param x is a value between 0 and 1
#’ @return numeric value
#’ @export
T.sph = function(x){
return(ifelse(x<0.5,1/x,x/(x-1)))
}
#’ Function to obtain the Jacobian term.
#’ @param x is a numeric value value between 0 and 1 for which the initial
spherical inversion was performed.
#’ @param y numeric value for which appropriate preimage is desired
#’ @return numeric value between 0 and 1
#’ @export
U.prime.sph = function(x,y){
return(ifelse(x<0.5,y^(-2),(y-1)^(-2)))
}
#’ Function to obtain the preimage using a spherical inversion.
#’ @param x is a numeric value value between 0 and 1 for which the initial
spherical inversion was performed.
#’ @param y numeric value for which appropriate preimage is desired
#’ @return numeric value between 0 and 1
#’ @export
#’
#’
U.sph = function(x,y){
return(ifelse(x<0.5,1/y,y/(y-1)))
}
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